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Welcome to 4
The University of Rhode Island offers it all: from the peace
ful tranquility of the rocky New England coastline and the
bustle of city streets, to the historic towns and villages that
were the foundation of our nation.
Special Events 34
Whether it is in their spare time or part of a class require
ment, there is always something exciting and different for the
students at URI to experience Joan Jett, Squeeze, Dr. Ruth,
Spring Weekend, and so much more.
Sports 66
Did the football Rams repeat their dream seasons of the last
two years? How did the basketball team compete in a state
where the Big East seems to dominate the news? And what
about track, soccer, volleyball and gymnastics? The year in
sports was something that will not soon be forgotten.
Student Life 130
A look at the way students at the University of Rhode Island
live, on and off campus, and spend their time. As you will see
lifestyles are varied and in some instances far from ordinary -
but always interesting.
Activities 162
Student clubs and organizations are a major part of many
universities. Here we see some of the besl URI has to offer,
keeping students active and involved.
Seniors 204
A section for the people that have reached their goal
through hard work and dedication.
A Look Back 244
A look back at the year that was; the memories that made
this year one that was truly special for the students at URI.
Everything from registration day to graduation that made this
year a memorable one.

Kingston Life
Situated
in the historic community of Kingston, the Kings
ton Campus ofthe University of Rhode Island captures all
the splendor and excitement of New England. Just a few
miles .south and east are the beautiful coastline and beaches
which have given Rhode Island its national reputation, and a few
miles to the north and west exists the picturesque countryside
that so many authors have espoused for generations.
And here in the middle exists the university free from the
hassles of the big city, yet complete with all the modern conve
niences of contemporary American lifestyles. Class after class of
students never forget the scenery around the campus. And the
splendid nineteenth-century architecture provides a perfect set
ting for teaching the virtues of classic academia.
Warm Spring mornings and snow-filled winter evenings leave
memories that students carry with them for life. Hardly anyone
forgets the first time they've seen the snow covering the quadran
gle. What a perfect place to pursue life's true meanings.
The new and the old: The Chafree Social Science Center (far left) and
Daris Hall (inset) are one ofthe newest and oldest buildings on campus.
Green Hall's towering weathervane (left) can be seen from most points on
campus. Students (above) have many places to study, or just hang around
and relax.
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People
he people who attend URI make
up the entire spectrum of cul
tures, races and nationalities.
Even with Rhode Island's culturally di
verse communities, URI attracts people
from all over the globe.
URI boasts large undergraduate and graduate international
communities, and small but productive minority groups. But
it's nol just the student body that makes up the diversity: many
professors and instructors are from around the world.
The students who attend URI are mostly Rhode Islanders,
however in recent years, larger numbers of out-of-state stu
dents are beginning to take notice of the school. The Universi
ty's reputation outside the state has been expanding al phe
nomenal rates, especially among students interested in
business and technical studies. URI is changing with the limes
and attempting to provide a proper educational transition
from the classroom to the workforce.
All totaled, the population of the university exceeds 15,000
- including staff, faculty, graduate and undergraduate .stu
dents. There's always someone interesting to talk to.
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Challenges
From
the first drive up Upper College Road, lo that
final walk lo receive the hallowed diploma, a degree
from URI represents the successful completion of a
host of unique challenges.
Apart from academics, social groups and student organi
zations provide perfect ground for philanthropic endeavors,
or just volunteer work for student publications. The chal
lenges to many seem like winning over
bureaucracy at first, but as time weai
on it's that experience which carrit
over once you've left the school.
It's the activities that everyone seen
to remember ~ a football game, a spi
cific party, a visit to a carnival or fcsl
val " and those memories and friends
live on forever. Long after the book
knowledge has worn off, the personal
rcaltionships live on.


Bm uppn a time at
The
most striking thing about this campus to incoming freshman is its beauty and
elegance. The architecture the campus has is equal to none, and as a special
tribute to the changing face of the buildings on campus, we present this section.
"Once upon a time."
Above: From circa 1893, a view of Tafl Hall (left). College Hall (center, now Davis
Hall), and South Hall (right) with the quadrangle behind. Photo was taken from where
Fiji stands today.
Above right: South, College and Taft Halls sit on a rather bare quadrangle in the
early I890's.
Right: Rocks being blasted from the future quadrangle in front of Davis Hall. Photo is
from 1897.
Note: A fire in 1895 destroyed College Hall, and it was immediately rebuilt taking the
shape of Davis Hall that we know today.
Cred/(s. Old photos courtesy University Archives and Special Collections; new
photos by Michael S. Bilow; text by Steven R. Porter; concept by Dawn M.
Wright.
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Above Center: I rom 189.1, College Hall, then a dormitory with classroom space,
looms above a rather desolate quadrangle.
Above right: In 1895 a devcslating fire destroyed all but the stonework of College
Hall, leaving it to be rebuilt the following year as what we know as Davis Hall (above
right) retaining the original stone foundations and parts of the stone towers on either
side of the bell tower.
lippitt Mall
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/\6ove center Lippitt Hall as il looked around 1900, and to the right notice a few co
eds on their way from class in the traditional dress of the day.
/Iftove/e/V. Construction on Lippitt began in 1897, and has since served as everything
from a dining hall to a Library.
Above righrTrcci and a large smokestack have since grown around Lippitt hiding the
renovations and additions that have occured in the last one hundred years.
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The relationship between AEPi
and Fogarty Hall is strange, to say
the least. At first glance there
couldn't possibly be a relationship,
however in the early sixties a dispute
between the fraternity and the uni
versity changed the face of the
campus.
The original AEPi fraternity
house (above center) was located
where Fogarty Hall now sits. In
1962. the house was condcmened
and students living in the house
sought temporary shelter in the
Browning Blue Room until a new
building could be erected, or the old
building renovated. Then in 1962 a
bond issue passed the State of Rhode
Island authorizing the building of u
Pharmacy building on the Kingston
campus. The site of the old AEPi
was chosen, and a new house for the
fraternity was built on Fraternity
and Sorority Circle on the other side
of campus. In the mean time, the
students spent the entire year in
cramped quarters in Browning.
Left: The current AEPi fraternity
house on Fraternity Circle, which
lacks the mystique and tradition of
the old house (above).
fpgartg Mall
4feovc.- Following a bond issue ref
erendum in 1964, Fogarty Hall was
built on the old AEPi Fraternity site.
Fogarty primarily houses the College
of Pharmacy.
Left: As Fogarty looks today.
across from the Memorial Union on
the traffic circle, with trees and
shrubbery which help to hide its typi
cal I960's architectural style.
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M{\i Mall
Above: South Hall as il looked in
1913, which sits on the land that is
now Ihe Administration Building.
Right: The Administration Build
ing was built in the I960's following
a bond referendum, and the historic
South Hall was razed.
Taft Mall
Above: Taft Hall as it looked in
1895. Renovations and additions
were coming, and by 1913 Taft (in
set) had grown new space when of
fices were built around the
courtyard.
left: Although looks may be de
ceiving. Taft is basically the same
building it was over 70 years ago. In
the space where the courtyard once
stood exists the International Coffee
House, and above the Coffee House
arc the offices of the Honors Center
and the Amateur Radio Club. All
the original stonework is still intact,
and a brief visit to the building still
shows Ihe doorways and windows
thai were surrounded when the reno
vations look place.
Ihe Student Union
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Above Far Left: The Student
Union wasn't always what we think
of as the Memorial Union today. In
1952, the Union was the now infa
mous quonsel huts.
Above: After numerous fundrais-
ing drives and bond issues, the Union
was begun. And today (left) il exists
as the centerpiece of the campus
where students congregate.
Idutards Muditprtum
Above: Edwards Auditorium as il
looked when construction was com
plete on Upper College Road.
Right: Today, trees enshroud the
building hiding its masterful
stonework.
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Bopseuelt Mall
Above: Roosevelt Hall as it looked
just before its completion and dedi
cation in the 1930's.
Left: Today, Roosevelt Hall houses
University College and a number of
student .services slightly different
than the women's dorm Eleanor
Roosevelt visited during its
dedication.
6reen Mall
Above: Green Hall sits beneath ominous bubbling clouds
long before any additions had been built on the building.
Right:Tod'dy. Green Hall houses admissions and a number
of academic departments. Atop the building sits the now fam
ous clock and weathervane, making Green one of the most
picturesque buildings in the state. Tree growth around the
building makes it difficult to photograph from the front.
Hodman Mall
Above: A 1930's Roadster parks
in front of castle-like Rodman Hall,
a building which has housed every
thing from a library to a gymnasium.
Left: Since the building of the li
brary, hardly anyone ever gels to see
the building -- and many students
don't know it exists. Hidden behind
the library and old oak trees, it
houses a number of administrative
offices.
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36 SPECIAL EVENTS
April 21, 1987
SPECIAL EVENTS 37
Joan Jett
and the Blackhearts
Wednesday, February 25, 1987
Dave Rus.sell
38 SPECIAL EVENTS Dare Ru.ssell
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40 SPECIAL EVENTS
March 26, 1987, Memorial Union
photos by Dare Russell
SPECIAL EVENTS 41
'Til Tuesday
November 11, 1986, Edwards Auditorium
42 SPECIAL EVENTS
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Helena Sheldon
Homecoming each year is tradi
tionally a reunion between the old
and the new. It's a time for the re
turn of the alumni, who for just one
day out of the year, re-live their ex
periences as a URI undergraduate.
It all begins with the annual tail
gate. Students, alumni, faculty and
staff members mingle about among
hot dogs, burgers, music and the tra
ditional refreshments. And then later
in the day is the annual Homecom
ing Day football game. This year,
Boston University arrived and
taught our Rams a lesson, but be
tween the food, friends and fun, no
one even recalls the score.
Helena Sheldon
SPECIAL EVENTS 45
Air Band Returns
.iincert is sold out'.' Springsteen tickets are going for how much
apiece' Don't think you'll ever see The Who on stage again'? In what has
become a virtual URItradition. the Student Entertainment Committee annual
ly sponsors "Air Band" for those bold enough to go on stage yet smart enough
10 know they have little or no talent. Students then mimick their favorite bands
c of their beloved superstars. Although it's not quite the same as
live c<inccrt, it's clearly an awful lot cheaper and many times just as
This vcar such pscudo-superslars such as Dcvo and 7/ Top were
a ncarl> sell-out crowd in the I'nion Ballroom a performance that
be forgotten. So the next lime you complain that you never gel lo
46 SPECIAL EVENTS Katherine Frum Katherine Frum
One-Ton
Sundae
Steven R. Porter
For those students looking lo
fill a cavity or two, the Student
Entertainment Committee an-
nualy sponsors the "One-Ton
Sundae" during Spring Week
end. I-'or just 50 cents, students
can gorge themselves on Bas-
kin Robbins' best, and can
cleanse their consciences by
donating the money lo world
hunger relief. Complete with
clowns and balloons, the chil
dren of the community seem lo
enjoy this event best, and show
up by ihe dozens to enjoy their
own designer sundae including
bananas, whipped cream and
all the trimmings.
Steven R. Porter
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spring Carnival
To celebrate the coming of Spring, and with Com
mencement and the stress of exams but a few weeks
away. Union Board sponsors an annual carnival lo
ease tensions and enjoy the welcomed warm weather.
Although last year's highlighted "dunk tank" was
not present this April, students and members of the
community enjoyed the wide array of entertainment:
from jugglers and comedians, to the rides and the
traditional carnival food favorites. Students were seen
munching doughboys, disrupting their food intake
with the "Tempest," losing money al a carnival game
of chance on the side, and then having their fortune
read by the carnival's swami. This year's feature was a
tall ferris wheel, which although inoperative much of
the day, was still a favorite of the children who attend
ed. With the weather still a bil cool and windy, lurn-
out was nol nearly what il was al past carnivals, but
those students who did attend and participate were
glad.
Steven R. Porter Steien R. Porter
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The Year in Review
From Exhiliration to Desperation
Below: In January, the New York Gi
ants proved their dominance of the
football world by defeating Ihe Denver
Broncos in Super Bowl XXI. Giants
Coach Bill Parcells is lifted in the air in
victory. The Super Bowl teams of last
year, the New England Patriots and the
Chicago Bears, were eliminated during
the playoffs.
Righl: A droughl spread through the
Southeast during 1986, recorded as the
worst dry spell on record. Al the peak
ofthe drought, crops willed from south
ern Pennsylvania all the way inlo north
ern Florida. Even after some rain, farm
ers in the Carolinas. Georgia. Tennesee
and Virginia were on the brink of ruin.
Above Right: Deep under Lake N
northwestern Cameroon, the earth
belched. A bubble of scalding gas rose
to the surface and the wind carried il
across Ihe land. Within minules. more
than 1 700 people were dead, burned by
steam and choked by carbon dioxide
and carbon ga.ses. (Among the casual-
lies were large numbers of cattle.)
Below Righl: New York Mets catcher
Gary Carter is lifted in the air by relief
pitched Jesse Orosco following the
Mel's 8-5 victory over the Boston Red
Sox in the seventh game of the World
Series at New York's Shea Stadium.
The victory followed one of the most
exciting comebacks in World Series his
tory in game six by the Mets, who were
just one pitch from being eliminated.
50 SPECIAL EVENTS
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Above Far Left: The city of New York
gave the Statue of Liberty a big 1986
bash a Fourth of July festival of song,
celebrities and fireworks honoring the
great lady's first IOO years.
Below Far Left: Caroline Kennedy
I married Edwin Schlossberg, a New
York businessman and artist in
Hyannis Port, Mass. on July 19, 1986.
Below Center Left: Miss Tennesee Kel-
lye Cash, grandniece of country singing
star Johnny Cash, was crowned Miss
America 1987.
Below Near Left: The president signed
into law in October the broadest tax
overhaul in a generation. Rep. Dan
Roslenkowski, an Illinois Democrat,
and Sen. Bob Packwood, an Oregon
Republican, headed Ihe delegations.
Above, Top of Page: Britain's Prince
Andrew married red-haired English
commoner Sarah Ferguson in July at
photos courtesy A.P. Worldwide
Westminster Abbey in a spectacle that
mustered the pomp and glory of
Britain's 920-year old monarchy.
Above Left: Crack, the refined, smok-
able form of cocaine may be the most
addictive narcotic ever sold on the
streets of America.
Above Right: After 20 years of ruling
without challenge, Phillipine president
Ferdinand E. Marcos was forced from
office amid charges of corruption and
scandal. The new president, Corazon
Aquino, was faced with political and
economic turmoil.
Left: Among the celebrities who died in
1986 were singer Kate Smith who died
June 17; Benny Goodman, the King of
Swing, died June 13; James Cagney,
one of Hollywood's famous toughguys,
died March 30 at the age of 86; and Ted
Knight, known for his role in "The
Mary Tyler Moore Show" died August
26.
SPECIAL EVENTS 53
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Rush Begins
14-15
Round Robin
Panhellenic
Council
26-27
The Color Pur
ple -- Edwards
Auditorium
The Gift of Life
The 1986 Fall semester!
Blood Drive turned more
'
than 400 students into "Sev
en Minute Heroes." Just
seven minutes is all it takes
to donate one pint of blood,
which can give the gift of
life to a surgery patient, an
accident victim, or a leuke
mia victim.
A number of student or
ganizations, including Hillcl
and the Inter fraternity
Council, sponsor blood
drives as a way lo lend
something back to the
, community.
The student blood drive
Ipictured above, sponsored
by University Health Ser
vices, was held Tuesday.
September 24 and Wednes
day, September 25 from 9
a.m. to 5 p.m. in the Memo
rial Union Ballroom. The
drive ran very smoothly and
turned out to be quite suc
cessful. A total of 347 pints
of blood were donated
which will help more than
twice that number of peo
ple. To everyone who donat
ed, or tried to donate but
were turned away because
of illness or insufficient
weight:
Great Job! Thank You!
-Caillin Scorpio
September
54 SPECIAL EVENTS
Lecture - Eleanor
Smeal. National
Organization for
Women
16
World Hunger
Day
18
Homecoming
J^
Halloween
22
Lecture Vladi
mir Sakharov.
former KGB
agent
24-25
Family Weekend
Halloween is one of those
times of year when it seems
that all the pressures of
school can no longer be
dealt with and a release is
necessary. At the end of the
month of October, it marks
almost the middle of the
first semester.
October 1986 will be re
membered for the variety of
events that occured on the
Kingston campus. Eleanor
Smeal. president of the Na
tional Organization for
Women, spoke to a group of
URI students on exactly
what a "woman's place" is
in this world of ours.
In a lecture sponsored by
the Student Enterlainment
Commitlee. Vladimir Sa
kharov, a former KGB
agent, recounted his experi
ences in the Soviet Union
and told of the atrocities the
KGB performs daily.
On the 18th, Boston Uni
versity's football team ar
rived to meet our very own
Rams in the annual Home
coming football game. Al
though the Rams were de
fending conference
champions, BU easily bur
ied us, reminding us to look
at the food, drink and activi
ties of the weekend as the
real fun of the celebration.
And as everyone was just
recovering from the fun of
Homecoming, Parents
Weekend arrived: time to
clean out the Dorm room
and spread text books about
10 make certain Mom and
Dad knew how hard we all
had been studying. Lec
tures, food, and other activi
ties highlighted the week
end.
October
SPECIAL EVENTS 55
Concert:
Tuesday
Frank Santos,
X-raled hypno-
Dance: Miracle
Legion and
That'll Learn
Ya
21
Airband - Me
morial Union
Ballroom
24
The Nutcracker,
performed by
"Ballet Today" -
Edwards
Auditorium
Chris Wardell
Mighty Max
November was a busy\
month as well.
ll all began with Election ]
Day on the 4th, when stu
dents were asked to go to
the polls and either approve
or reject a number of impor
tant referenda items - in
cluding Referendum 24,
giving URI a grant to build
a new ficldhouse. Student
support for the referendum
was great, and the state ap
proved the expenditure
overwhelmingly. The build
ing, which will house an in
door track and other athlet
ic facilities, is scheduled to
begin construction within
the year.
It was also a month for
very diverse entertainment.
Mighty Max Weinberg.
Idrummer for Bruce Spring
steen's E-Street Band, per
formed his technique on
campus and autographed
copies of his new book. On
the 24th. "Ballet Today"
performed The Nutcracker
in Edwards Auditorium to
an excellent crowd.
URI's very own band
That'll Learn Ya gave a
concert no one will forget in
the Union Ballroom on the
7th. And Frank Santos, the
state's infamous X-rated
hypnotist, made his annual
pilgrimage to Kingston to
embarrass and delight the
sell-out crowds that he's
come to expect.
All in all, the month was
1 exciting, and with exams
1 but a week away, students
I took whatever time they had
Ito enjoy the festivities.
November
56 SPECIAL EVENTS
Film: The King
of Prussia --
sponsored by
URISSC
9-11
Mini-Mall
Memorial Union
Ballroom
12-19
Male Calendar
17-21
Celebrations: An
African Odyssey
- Will Theatre
25
Christmas
As the semester came to a I
close, and the winter's first j
snowflakes were seen fiut-
lering about the air, stu
dents cracked down on final
papers and last minute
cramming before leaving for
the winter holidays.
But there was still a little
time to relax, and there were
enough activities to keep ev
eryone amused.
Celebrations: An African
Odyssey, which was written
and directed by URI's art-
ist-in-residence Ricardo
Pitts-Wiley, was URI's first
all-minority production. It
was performed both at the
Will Theatre in the Fine
Arts Center and in Provi
dence. Pitts-Wiley also di
rected "The Spirit Warriors
Dream" which was per
formed later in the year.
Other events were not
nearly as serious. Carolyn
Fox, best known as the foul-
mouthed morning DJ on
WHJY, hosted the male
calendar contest in Edwards
Auditorium, to a sell-out
crowd of URI co-eds look
ing to scream for their fa
vorite candidate. And for
those students who wanted
to get in a little last minute
holiday shopping, the Me
morial Union held a Mini-
Mall which included inex
pensive jewlery, clothing.
musical merchandise, and
other gift ideas for the eco
nomical student.
A successful semester had
come 10 a close, and stu-
I dents headed home for a lit-
Itle home-cooking and a qui-
let night's sleep. Registration
Iwas only a month away.
December
SPECIAL EVENTS 57
Comedy Night
On October 21. in the Memorial Union
Pub. the Student Entertainment Commit
lee sponsored "Comedy Night." featuring
stand-up comedians from around the
country. Although turnout was rather
sparse, there were enough students present
to get a good laugh, and become the brunt
of a few audience participation jokes.
Some of the comedians featured have been
seen on a number of television shows. So if
you couldn't see ihem this year, rumor has
il that they may return soon.
58 SPECIAL EVENTS
Coffee!
Over Ihe course of ihc year, the Mem
orial Union Board of Directors and vari
ous student organizations sponsor "Coffee
Hours" featuring local musicians. This
year. Union Board sponsored That'll
Learn Ya and the Tom Cats, as well as
many other solo performers; the Older
Student A.ssocialion sponsored Wil.son
Blues and the Blue Roots Reggae Band;
and ihc Commuter Association also spon
sored singers and musicians in the Com
muter Lounge.
But whoever the sponsor, it's become a
URI tradition to wait until Thursday af
ternoon and search out the free coffee.
Gail Wagner SPECIAL EVENTS 59
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As Freedom Rings
URI Students participate in Freedom March II
It was just a week earlier. The Ku Klux
Klan had mobilized and disrupted a non-vio
lent March organized to honor the memory
of Rev. Martin Luther King, Jr. in Forsyth
County, Georgia. Rocks and bottles pelted
the marchers, forcing King supporters to
shield themselves behind buses. The Klan
considered it a victory, but march supporters
would not be denied their message.
Within that week, they managed to bring
together thousands ofmarchers, from all over
the country, to congregate in the same place
the following Saturday. Included in the
march was a small group of URI students,
who wished to show, as did the other march
ers, that such intimidation, violence, and bla
tant racism would not be tolerated.
And so it was organized as the "Brother
hood March II" and included such noted ac
tivists as Jesse Jackson and Coretta Scott
King. On campus, the URI Students for So
cial Change spent the week recruiting dona
tions to rent a bus to take them to Georgia for
the event, and the URI community supported
them remarkably well.
The students who went were unsure of
what to expect. They were drilled in non
violent reactions to violence, since statements
from the Klan were reported to have been
hostile. Residents of the town did not want
the first March, never mind a second one, but
the racism that existed in the county was
something that could not be ignored.
The students that went have said the march
was like nothing they had ever imagined.
Hundreds of National Guardsmen lined the
parade route, carrying billy clubs and wear
ing full riot gear. Behind them were those
against the march. Some carried signs, others
wore full Klan uniforms. And in the street.
marchers were instructed to walk hand-in-
hand, six abreast, the entire route, for the
symbolism of unity, as well as a precaution in
case violence did break out.
At a speaker's podium, at the end of the
March, Coretta Scott King spoke to the
crowd that had come to honor equality:
"When I look out at this audience, it is a
beautiful, beautiful sight... make America
what it was meant to be, for all of us."
The Brotherhood March II gained national
significance. Reports of growing racism
across the country, as well as on college cam
puses, has made the march a landmark attack
against the evils of the Klan and racism. It is
hoped that such protests will be few and far
between, however when the need arises, peo
ple will react, and those URI students who
participated in this march did so with the
hope that their presence could so ever slightly
change the course of racism and promote
equality for all.
-Steven R. Porter
SPECIAL EVENTS 61
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Minority Forum
-- Student Sen
ate Chambers
28-29
And it Snowed
Three pi> rful
ghtalle
another as January bcg;ui,
causing URI officials
twice cancel classes and
place all efforts on removing
the nearly twenty total inch
es of snow that fell on park
ing lots and sidewalks. Com
muter students always feci
Ihc brunt of such storms.
and South Kingstown Police
reported that a number of
students were involved in
minor skidding accidents.
Those students nol from the
north quickly learned the
art of walking on icy side
walks, and getting to class
v\'ith a 20 mile per-hour
wind and sub-zero tempera
tures is even difficult for in
state students as well.
Bui the snow did nol slop
many of the activities of the
month, and the events for
Martin Luther King, Jr.
Week went off as planned.
Films, speakers and prayer
meetings occured through
out the week, and the high
light of the week, a candle
light vigil held in King's
memory, was held despite
the winter storm warnings
promising up to a foot of
fresh snowfall.
January
62 SPECIAL EVENTS
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^^^^H \ Dr. Benjamin Hooks.l wards Blacks and Ihat 1^^^^^H \ executive director of the)I times for Blacks in^^^^H \ NAACP, told an audi
ence of about 40 students
\ America will be much
^^^^^^^H ^ \ better at the end of Rea-^^^^^^H \ at Edwards Auditorium \ gan's term. Hooks be-
^^H 19 \ on February 10 that, "we \ lieves that racism is\ have come a long way. \ "alive and well in Ameri-
^^^^^^^^^^B John \ but there's still a long \ ca." and the only way to
^^^^^H Valby Ed- \ way to go." \ combat it. is for Blacks\ In a lecture sponsored \ and Whites to work lo-\ by the Student Entertain \ gelher against these\ ment Committee, Hooks \ injustices.^^^^^^^^B \ said thai he believes \ Because of the sparse^^^^^^^^^^ \ Blacks have made great \ turnout. Hooks spoke^^^^^^^B \ advancements in theworkforce, government. \ briefiy on the role of col-^^^^^^^^^^^ft \ \ lege students today. He^^^^^^^^^H \ and society at large, how \ said they are generally
^^^H 26 \ ever he feels there is still \ apathetic and care too\ much more to be done. \ much for themselves. He
^^^^^^^^^^B "The Reagan Admin- \ feels that students should
^^^^^^^^^^H Chappell, 11 istralion tries to tell us\ the fight is over, when il
\ be more involved, con-
\ cerned and devoted to
^^^^^^^^^^^^^ft
' \ isn't." he said. He also \ making changes for the
\ said he believes that Rea- \ better.
Vgan has been hostile to-
February
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Spring Break
20
Film: Desert
Hearts, spon
sored by The
Gay Task Force Dr. Ruth
23
Coffee Hour:
Wilson Blue,
sponsored by
The Older Stu
dent Association
26
Dance: The
Fools, sponsored
by S.E.C.
In many ways she's)
now a cult figure, but Dr.
Ruth Westheimer. fam
ous for her radio and
television shows in which
she hands out sexual ad
vice, is happy to talk with
persons of all ages in the
hopes they may improve
the intimacy they have
with their partners.
She spoke to a packed
house in Edwards Audi
torium March 30 and
spoke of safe sex. AIDS,
pornography and other
sexual topics.
"I've never left a cam
pus without learning
something," she said,
"sometimes I learn a new
position!" She fielded
1 questions from the audi-
lence, and students who
attended spoke of the ex
citement and ease with
which she spoke about
such taboo topics.
But the month was tru
ly begun with the Inter
national Student Associ
ation's annual Food Fair.
It has become a URI tra
dition, as students from
dozens of countries from
around the world cook
and sell the authentic
foods their countries are
known for. Students can
walk through the Memo
rial Union Ballroom and
eat a taco from Mexico, a
crepe from France, an
egg roll from China, and
even a sloppy Joe from
the American table if
I they choose.
March
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Geoffrey Wolff
With the arrival of April,
warm weather and Spring
showers, students looked
forward to the coming sum
mer months. But April is
also the most active month.
with lectures, concerts and
festivals dotting the
calendar.
Geoffrey Wolff, author of
Providence and The Duke
of Deception, gave several
lectures on campus and
spoke to several students in
formally at private gather
ings. The soft-spoken native
Rhode Island author dis
cussed the writings he's
done about the state, and
about his family.
And the month ended
with the gala Spring Week.
highlighted by a concert by
Squeeze, a carnival by
Union Board at Keaney
Gym, and the infamous
One-Ton Sundae on the
Memorial Union landing.
Final exams were just a
week away, with commence
ment just a few weeks after
that, and graduating seniors
took their final indulgences
in the opportunities and
events that only the Univer
sity of Rhode Island has to
offer.
April
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Without Ehrhardt;
Rams Can't Fly
Would the defending Yankee Confer
ence Champion Ram football team be the
same without Ail-American quarterback,
Tom Erhardt?
it is possible that a taint of Erhardt's
aura was present in the '86 edition of
Rams football, but it certainly did not
show up in the win column. Rhody man
aged to stave off Southern Connecticut, 34
- 18 for its lone victory of the season.
Untimely turnovers proved to be the
predominant force behind the Rams' lack
of success. For instance, six interceptions
in a 2 1 - 1 4 overtime loss to UConn stymied
Rhody in its attempt for a second win.
Their final game summed up the season as
a whole. The Rams committed 9 turnovers
en route to a 36 - 9 loss to Northeastern.
Inexperience and key injuries also
played a role in Rhody's misfortune. Both
quarterbacks, Greg Farland and Paul Ghi-
lani, registered some impressive statistics
for the Rams' passing oriented offense.
However, they aLso threw for some costly
interceptions. Injuries to (ireg Farland
and the Rams' leading receiver. Bob Don-
field, as well as the offensive line slopped
the Rams' offense from executing consis
tently. Injuries forced head coach Bob
Griffin to call on the services of players
which had never suited up for a varsity
game.
Even after Rhody's last game of the sea
son (a 36 - 9 loss to Northeastcrnl. Ciriffin
hadn't lost faith in his 'X6 team. " fhe good
things I could say in the past, I can't say
today. Maybe the good effort and lack of
reward finally caught up with us." Griffin
added, "Today we learned what losing is
all aboul, but I don't judge the 1986 team
on what I saw today."
Chris Wardell
Helena Sheldon
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Youth Shine For Lady
Harriers
With only 7 squad members, all of
whom were underclassmen, the WRam
cross-country team had some outstanding
performances.
Their best showing was registered in a
adrangular meet held midway through
Ihc \inhcist. Mas chu
iniKTs linishcd .<< scc-
hcr lu si.undl> dcleal
nd the University of
I he lop .s W k
onds iMihiii Cl
UMass. Verm
New Hampshi
Chris Healy. Rhody's lead runner all
season, led the squad with a second place
finish. Kelly Pinckney, Kim Deppen,
Meghan Lee, and Wendy Westphal
grouped strategically in the 7, 8. 9, and I I
positions.
mi
iHi
7'W
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Head coach Lauren Anderson, who
hoped that Ihe Amhersl meet would be a
tune-up for the New England Champion
ships, believed Rhody would finish in the
lop 5 of the 37 - team field of the NE.
competition.
Although Rhody did nol pack their run
ners well, they did register a respectable
eighth place. Chris Healy, in 22nd position
in that race, attained All-New England
Status.
"Each member of the WRam's harriers
is planning lo compete on the indoor track
team this season," according lo coach An
derson who believes that her runners will
be well prepared by their cross country
training. The WRams mentor added that
the season had been a good experience for
the freshmen concerning the quality and
continuity of work necessary in collegiate
level cross country.
(ilenn Buesing

Inconsistency is Spikers
Worst Enemy
Inconsistency is the best
word to describe the 1986 per
formance of the URI women's
volleyball team.
Their inability to hold onto
momentum, combined with un-
tmiely unforced errors, pro
duced a frustrating 12-24
record.
With only one junior and no
seniors on the squad, the
WRam spikers" inexperience
contributed to their inconsis
tency. Not only did the Rhody
squad lack experience playing
volleyball at the college level.
they also were learning how to
play as a team with new people.
URI freshman setter. Lisa
Jackowiack agreed, "We have
all new people on Ihe squad.
We haven't gelled yet." Dawn
Banket, an outstanding hitter,
was the only returning player
from the '85 edition of the
WRam spikers.
Finishing in a tie for third
place with UMass in the A-10
Conference Tournament
proved to be one of the bright
spots of the season for Rhody.
The URI spikers went on to
lose to Penn State, the eventual
A-10 Conference Champions.
Despite their mediocre re
cord, Rhody did manage to
place several players among
the lop 10 in individual A-10
statistics.
Sophomore captain Rhoda
Slovens was among the leaders
in digs, blocks, and kills. Sue
Hebert in blocking. Dawn Ban
ket in kills, and Lisa
Jackowiack in setting were also
among the A-10 leaders in
those categories.
Freshman setter Lisa
Jackowiack, who is from South
Bend, Indiana, is like the quar
terback of the young Rhody
squad. She controls what hap
pens on the WRams' side of
the net. Jackowiack played
well enough to be considered
for the A-10 Freshman of the
Year award. If she had won,
she would have been the third
consecutive URI spiker to earn
the honor.
The duo of Dawn Banket
and captain Rhoda Stevens
didn't allow Jackowiack to
take all of the spotlight. As
sophomores, both players bring
much needed experience and
leadership. Banket, last year's
A-10 Freshman of the Year,
and Stevens attended the 1986
East Coast tryouts for the Pre-
Olympic Festival in Houston,
Texas and were among the 50
women chosen nation wide to
participate in the Festival's
volleyball competition.
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Youth Doesn't Hinder
Harriers
cross country
ys
Despite losing Greg Hale (runner-up in
the lC4A's) and two other outstanding
runners in Tennyson Muindi and Joe Swift
to graduation, the URI cross country head
coach still had an optimistic outlook on
the season.
The squad, which featured five fresh
men and five sophomores, was led by the
consistent efforts of Roger Bragg and
Bobby Hoppler. The sophomore duo
sparked Rhody's season by recording the
second and third fastest L'RI times ever on
the URI home course.
The Rhody runners, whose goal was to
finish in the top ten in the New Englands,
came clo.se. finishing eleventh. Both Bragg
and Hoppler, in 22nd and 35th positions,
led URI.
"Building towards future success." was
head coach John Copeland's main goal for
the season. The Ram harriers wanted to
make things happen anyway. In a tri-meet
held October 10. each member of the URI
squad lowered his time on their home
course.
Copeland sees great potential for the
future, depending on how much hard work
his runners are willing to put in.
Catherine Frum
Catherine Frum
Rhody Sticklers' Goal is to
Score More Goals
Catherine Frum
SP^^^SS
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Catherine Frum
It was definitely a lack of
offensive punch that acted as
the force behind the 1986 URI
Field Hockey team's 4-I3-I
record.
The WRam sticklers were
shut out eight times and man
aged to score no more than one
goal in only two of their 18
games. In fact, the WRams
were outscored by a total of 47-
19 for the season.
URI's offensive attack was
nol balanced either. Carol Gu-
lija and Kathy Cole tied for the
team scoring lead with six
each. This pair accounted for
more than 60% ofthe WRams'
offense.
Sue Gordee, who also plays
for the URI Softball team, gar
nered 8 total points (with 3
goals and 2 assists) to help out
with the scoring.
Ironically, Rhody opened its
seasn on September 9th with a
6-2 victory over Fairfield. The
WRams had to savor that tri
umph, because they would
have to wait one month and ten
games later until they would
capture their second win; a 3-1
decision over Southern Con
necticut College on October
9th. During that ten game
drought, in which Rhody was
blanked five times, iheir only
appeasement came in the form
of a 0-0 tie against Lowell
University.
Copping their longest win
ning streak of the season (2
games), Rhody beat Boston
University by a 1-0 count.
The WRams finished the
season the same way they be
gan; with a win; defeating Holy
Cross 2-1.
Although the wins came few
and far between, the WRams
made their wins count; posting
three of their four victories at
home and collecting all four
wins against New England
opponents.
Catherine Frum
WRam Hooters Look
to Improve
In only their third year as a URI varsity
sport, the WRam's soccer squad head
coach Lisa Belya was hoping that her
squad could improve on last seasons 8 - 8
record.
Ironically enough, the WRam hooters
once again posted an 8 - 8 record.
It did nol look as if the Rhody squad
would even be able lo match last years
record when they got off lo an ominous I -
4 start. Although the team went 4 - 4 over
the next eight games to pull their record lo
5 - 8, their chances of a .500 season looked
slim with only three contests remaining.
Showing some true character, the URI
team shut out Southampton (1-0) and
Framingham State (2 - 0) and then nipped
Holy Cross (2 - 1) to finish at 8 - 8.
Interestingly enough, the Rhody hooters
did outscore their opponents overall 30 -
26. That statistic is of no wonder consider
ing that the WRams outshot their oppo
nents 169 - 131.
Sue Rocchio, who was responsible for
taking 25 % of the WRams' shots on goal.
shouldered the team's scoring with 12
goals and 5 assists. Lisa Coniglaro added 7
goals and 4 assists while Alliso McManus
contributed 4 goals and 5 assists.
Glenn Buesing
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Men's Soccer Squad
Sparked by End of
the Season Surge
"I am very satisfied. I am very proud of
the way the team pulled together. We
didn't fold. We just kept playing and we
made a tremendous come back," ex
plained the URI men's soccer head coach,
Geza Henni.
Indeed, the Rhody hooters came back to
win eight of their last nine contests to fin
ish their season with a more than respect
able 12-7 record.
Perhaps their most impressive perfor
mance during that stretch came about
when they upset previously unbeaten Bos
ton University which was ranked 6th na
tionally. "It was one ofthe biggest wins of
our season," commented Henni.
Speaking of wins, Henni reached a mile
stone in his career in the form of his 1 50th
victory.
(hrii WHrdcll
Beating Boston College on its own turf
for the first time since 1974 marked anoth
er notable achievement for the Rhody
Booters.
The Rams are losing three key players;
Billy Harrison, John Lopes, and Mike
Saalfrank, to graduation. Saalfrank,
URI's goalie, recorded an all-time URI
record of 19 shutouts.
"It will be tough to replace them," (the
seniors) Henni said, "but our nucleus for
next year is strong."
The Ram booters began the season with
a 4-1 record and a ninth place ranking
among Division 1 New England schools.
In a 13 day span, the Rams bumped off
lop 20 team Boston University and
Rutgers boosting the squad to a seventh
place ranking in New England. The pair of
victories sparked the squad to win seven
games in a row.
When the Rhody booters beat BU. they
defeated a team that would go on to the
NCAA championships. According to Paul
Deblasi. a junior member of the 1986
squad, since the Atlantic 10 Conference is
starting a soccer league next year (1987).
"it should improve our chances for an
NCAA bid.
With a fourth place finish among the 32
team field of the University of Connecti
cut two day Metropolitan Indoor Soccer
post season tournament March 28 and 29
1 1987). the Rams continued their success
in the tourney. While supporting their 13
yo:ir third place ranking at UConn. the
R.inis became the first team to knock host
I ( onn out of the semi-finals of the
lourney.
Tennis Has Optimistic Outlook
for Next Season
"The girls improved a lol as a team and Rugen was especially pleased with the singles to number one) and she handled it
as individuals this year," commented Kate performance of Cindy Ketchum. who very well." explained Rugen.
Rugen, the URI women's tennis coach. moved up lo the number one singles spot The outlook for next season looks bright
The squad finished the season at 4 - 7, (from the #3 slot) lo contribute a win in considering that the young WRam squad
but Rugen was very pleased. "We beat all the WRams final game of the season vie- will be returning almost their entire squad.
the teams we were supposed to beat," add- tory over Southern Connecticut Stale Uni-
ed Rugen. versily. "That's a big jump (from third
wy^iPTipy
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A Total Turnaround for Ram
In Street & Smith's pre-season Conference
picks, the Rhode Island mens basketball team was
picked to finish 8th in the Atlantic 10 while the A-
10 coaches thought Rhody would reside in the
"cellar" of the conference.
But, the Rams had some ideas of their own and
they were able to put those thoughts into reality.
They took third in the A-10 and won 20 games
overall. Their 20-9 regular season record in com
parison to last year's dismal 9-19 represented the
second best turnaround by any team in the country.
James Madison College took top honors in that
category by bouncing back from 5-23 last season to
this year's 20-9 record.
In the process of attaining the 20-win plateau,
the Rams made il a season of firsts.
For starters, URI won 20 games for the first
time in six seasons.
Sweeping four A-10 teams (St. Bonaventure,
West Virginia, Penn State, and Rutgers) was an
other first for first year URI coach Fenders' squad.
Winning at West Virginia and St. Bonaventure,
marked another first-ever for URI.
Rhode Island is also the first team in the 1 1 year
history of the Atlantic 10/Eastern 8 Conferences
to win two individual post season conference
awards and place two other players on the All-
league squad.
Tom Fenders captured the co-coach of the year
honor (sharing the award with Temple's John
Chancy). Carlton Owens is a first-team A- 1 0 guard
while baekcourt mate, Tom Garrick captured a
spot on the second team.
The awards that the URI guards received seem
to support the idea that they may be one of the
finest guard tandems in the country. The junior co-
captains were responsible for two-thirds of URI's
offense. Considering that URI led the A-10 in
scoring at an 80.34 points per game clip makes
Owens' and Garrick's contribution even more
significant.
The statistics show their significance. Here they
are.
Garrick led his team in four statistical categories
including free throw percentage (83 percent), as
sists (128... and that's a school record folks), and
minutes (992). Owens is the team's top three-point
shooter (47 percent) and is second to Garrick in
free throw percentage (79 percent), assists (93).
and minutes 997. Both players were among the top
ten in the A-10 in scoring. Owens has 1332 career
points and is 25th on the all-time Ram scoring list
as well.
Not all of URI's success this season can be at
tributed to their baekcourt. Freshman Kenny
Green adds credibility to the Rams' frontcourt by
leading the team in rebounding and blocks while
contributing 11.7 p.p.g. (third on the team). A
more important statistic for Green, however, is the
fact that he led the A-10 in rebounding, which
certainly did not hurt his chances of winning the A-
10 Freshman of the Year award.
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Hoopsters
Sophomore John Evans' contributions, a 10. 1
scoring average with six rebounds a game, bal
anced out the frontcourt for URI. The shotblock-
ing of Bonzie Colson and the long-range bombing
of Rick Blevins from three point land added vital
elements that allowed Rhody to achieve so many
firsts in one sea.son.
Since the turnaround (from losing to winning)
has been made, URI can rest on its laurels for a
little while before thinking about going back for
seconds next season.
Chestnut Hill Studios
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Women's Basketball:
Lack of experience proves painful
i ^^
The word "turnaround" besl explains
the womens' basketball season. Except
that it was a turnaround from experience
to inexperience. Losing three key seniors
to graduation. Coach Annette Lynch said
before the .start of the season that she was,
"looking to have a more balanced team."
With the loss of Ail-American Michelle
Washington and her scoring punch (21.5
ppg), Ellen Quantemeyer's strong re
bounding, and the experience and sharp
passing of point guard Tracy Hathaway, il
was apparent that Rhody would have a
void to fill.
But could the WRams fill that void? A
77-50 season opening loss to Maine was
not encouraging. After that contest.
Lynch said, "we basically don't have a lot
of experience." Indeed, of the eleven play
ers on the Rhody squad, there were six
freshmen, two sophomores, three juniors,
and not one senior.
Gaining experience proved to be painful
in the win/loss column for the WRams
who dropped their next 17 contests.
Junior guard Nancy Spear's clutch
drive to the hoop with one tick left on the
Jim Fraser
clock gave Rhody its first and only tri
umph 59-58 over UMass. Back court part
ner Nancy Hudson, who led Rhody in
three-point shooting for the season, netted
three of five in the UMass contest en route
to 23 points.
Hudson became one of the few bright
spots in the cagers' frustrating season.
Leading her squad in scoring, she was the
only Rhody player among the A-10 Con
ference leaders in scoring, holding 15th
place averaging 12.7 ppg.
Since the WRams would not gain an
other victory all season, when freshman
Diane Boshart became the only WRam to
receive A-10 Rookie of the Week honors,
it proved to be a second gem in URI's
season. The five foot 1 1 inch forward
scored 27 points, pulled down 15 re
bounds, and got away with five steals in
two contests exhibiting potential for the
1987-88 season.
If there is one thing to be optimistic
about for next season, it is the fact that
most of Lynch 's squad will be back this
time with more experience.
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Gymnasts Top Off
Season by Reaching
Regionals
Although the climax to the
WRams gymnastics squad's
season seemed to be when they
qualified for and finished
fourth in the NCAA North
east Regional Championships,
Rhody's season was sparked by
several notable team and indi
vidual achievements.
First, they set a new school
record of 175.84 (surpassing
the old record of 175.12) for
ihe average of their top five
team scores (2 home, 2 away,
and I home or away).
Suzie Schaeffer's school re
cord of 9.5 on the balance
beam boosted her team to set a
new school record of 44.45 on
the beam over the previous
mark of 44.05.
Two-time All-Conference in
the vault event, sophomore
Mary Shevlin lied the URI
vault record with a 9.2 against
Pittsburgh, January 18.
Sophomore Cheri Pederson
took fourth on the uneven par
allel bars with a mark of 9.05
for Rhody's highest individual
finish in the A-10
championships.
Senior co-captain Debbie
Skene topped off her career at
URI by taking sixth in the
overall scoring and tying for
fifth on the bars in the A-10
championships.
Finishing third in the A-10
championships held in Keaney
Gymnasium March 28 was ac
tually a first for the WRams
who had finished fourth for
four consecutive seasons in the
A-10.
Although the lady gymnasts
posted a 9-6 record, il could
have easily been 11-4 if it
weren't for a .30 loss lo New
Hampshire and a dropped de
cision by .50 to Pittsburgh.
Senior co-captain Donna
Ferra capped off her collegiate
career by earning All-Regional
status with a 9.0 on the uneven
parallel bars in the NCAA
Northeast Regionals.
Overall, head gymnastics
coach Connery credited his
squad as a whole with its suc
cess. "We had a team effort.
My team reached its potential
and went beyond," he asserted.

Rhody Swimmers Sparkle
t*^"*
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URI's senior swimmers led the way for
Rhody lo finish its season al 5-5 and take
seventh place among the 13-team field of
the New England Championships.
Senior Michelle Mulligan captured
three events in her squad's final regular
season meet against Springfield and in the
N.E.s, added a fourth place in the 100
freestyle and a fifih in the 200 freestyle.
Mulligan, who has competed in the
N.E.'s in each year of her collegiate swim
ming career, was on both Rhody's fifth
place 200 freestyle relay and eighth place
400 medley relay team in the New
Englands.
The 400 medley team set a URI record
of which Karen Derr was a part. Derr
added a fourth in the 100 breaststroke and
a third in the 200 breaststroke as well.
Taking second in the 200 backstroke,
Kaleri McLaughlin broke the school re
cord with a 2:14.94 effort.
Head swimming coach Michael Wesl
kolt said, about two weeks before the N.E.
competition, "Karen Derr and Kaleri
McLaughlin are both beginning to under
stand that they can swim fast enough to be
competitive with the best swimmers in
New England," and Weskott's assumption
came true.
Other WRam senior swimmers who
contributed consistently throughout the
season include Sheila Quintiliani, Cara
Vignone, Peggy McGuire, and Jancen
McTaggert.
:'f^-:^.:
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Men's Swimming Team Excels
To a Record Effort
Swim team captains Roger Schenone
and Tad Hallworth and Coach Michael
Westkott were proud of the Rams 7-3 re
cord this season; a team which saw a num
ber of individual records set and broken.
Hallworth set a pool record in Vermont
with a 1:55.86 in the 200 butterfiy event.
And divers Todd Hemmenway and David
Dean were considered in the 10 best in
New England, with Dean setting a school
record 2:03.86 on the three meter board.
Although Rhody placed last in the At
lantic 10 Championships, a number of
swimmers placed well in their categories.
Dean placed fourth in the three meter div
ing competition, and Hemenway picked up
a sixth place finish. Schenone finished
third in the 200 backstroke and Hallworth
also finished third in the 200 butterfiy
events.
Rhode Island will be losing a number of
players to graduation this season, includ
ing Schenone. Chris Doyle, Bob Taiman,
Tom Weissmuller, Tom Buchanan, and
Scott Stallwood. But with returning swim
mers like Tom Smith, Brad Martin, and
Matt Gilson, next year's team may be
brighter than what Coach Westkott and
the university community had hoped for
this year.
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Regionals; A Good
Experience for Ski Teams
Although, the mens' ski team had a
rather small representation at the region
als. the squad brought new meaning to the
saying, "It's quality, not quantity that
counts."
Finishing second in the giant slalom.
Todd Riechelm is making it a season of
seconds as he also finished second in the
overall standings and qualified for the Na
tionals for the second year in a row. Ironi
cally, Riechelm finished second in the Na
tionals last year as well.
Riechelm's accomplishments, which in
clude winning every regular season race he
finished, shouldn't surprise anyone since
he is a former U.S. Ski Team member.
.'Mthough Ihe URI womens' ski team,
which qualified to compete in the Region
als for the first time ever, did not fare well
(finishing among the last three teams in
the thirteen team field), head coach Cos-
las Melissinos fell that, "the length of the
course was a big surprise, but a very very
good experience."
The course was approximately one and
a half minutes long, almost twice as long
as the usual 50 second courses which the
WRam skiers had raced on during the reg
ular season. Melissinos explained, "the
course was long, difficult, and fast." How
ever, he also added that he was pleased
that his squad, "raced against the best
schools in the country."" Boston College,
which took top honors in the competition
is in that classification along with runner-
up Syracuse and third place Plymouth
State. Another factor that made the
course in Waterville Valley, New Hamp
shire, a good opportunity for experience
was that it is the site where the world cup
ski championships are held.
As she has all year, Linda Sturde led the
Rhody squad, this time with a 28th place
in the giant slalom, Melissinos summed up
her season saying, "All in all, she was our
besl finisher " With Jennifer Griffin and
Kristie Van Beever crossing the finish in
34lh and 48th places respectively among
the field of 75 skiers, Rhody took 12th
place among 13 teams. Griffin. Van
Beever and Heidi Forbes all finished in the
slalom, but without Slurde's high finish,
Rhody could nol improve their overall
posilion.
According lo junior team member.
Kristie Van Beever. "We're doing much
better. Il has a lol to do with our training
week at Magic Mountain in Vermont over
Christmas vacation.
"
Analyzing video
tapes of their practices helped them work
on and improve their performances.
ll was apparent by Rhody's qualifying
for the Regionals that the strategy worked.
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Laxmen Enjoy Consistent Season
Dare Russell
Although the URI Lacrosse Team lost
its opener lo Boston College, they quickly
bounced back lo defeat Southern Con
necticut and continue on their way to an
exciting season.
In those early contests, Rhody's play
was inconsistent. And it was the tireless
izoal keeping of Jay Devine which kept
I Kl in the games and within reach of
Victory. Senior co-captain Tom Nelson
:ind junior co-captain Tim Davis led the
ollensive punch, with Nelson scoring time-
h goals and Davis providing the assists.
Defense was led by senior John Mont
gomery, with help from Devine in goal, in
a superior effort against Northeastern, in
a fourth quarter surge which nearly gave
URI an upset victory.
P.T. Navarro, Doug Hawkins, Pete
McConnell. Ross Kauffman, Rich Baker,
and Rick Slack, provided the offensive
punch, and Coach Dirck Reichard hopes
next season that those close contests will
be victories for the URI squad.
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Lamond and Hagberg Lead the Way With Powerful Offensive
Baseball Rams Improving in A-10
With the loss of Tony Hill to the Red Sox organization and Joe
Ward lo the Blue Jays. Coach John Norris and the rest of the Ram
baseball squad was forced to rely on determination and guts to counter
the inexperience ihe team possessed. First baseman and captain Gary
Lamond. and senior pitcher John Damiano were looked lo as the team
leaders, bringing a number of important victories to the baseball
season.
Although an early season southern swing of six games proved win-
less, the team relumed lo play Providence in the familiar cross-town
rivalry. In possibly the most rewarding victory of the year, the Rams
stifled the Friars to just three hits and three runs behind Ihe platoon
pitching of Stephen Murphy, Patrick O'Donnell, Brian Rurak. and
Kevin Olaynack. Offensively. Brian Hagberg and Gary Lamond each
homered and collectively marked five hits, embarrasing the Friar pitch
ers, and helping lo close the door in the 14 hit Ram attack.
But all was nol well, and as the season wore on, inexperience began
to show. Againsl Connecticut, the Rams fell behind seven runs after
just two innings, and then began their battle back. In the fourth,
Hagberg, Dave LaVallec, Kevin Shea, and Bob Goonan cut the lead lo
three runs. And then in the eighth, after Connecticut had added two
more, Dave Bell added a homerun lo cut the lead to 9-7. All that was
left was the ninth, and Rhody came close just one run scored, and
Goonan and Joe Gallagher were stranded on base. A one run loss.
But the impressive home record the Rams were able to build, and the
confidence and improvement of many future prospects (such as Hag-
burg. Steve Claypoole, Steve McCumiskey, James Morisseau, John
Brodeur, and Robert Traverse) seems to indicate that the coming
seasons may be brighter than had been expected.
all photos by Dare Russell
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Pitching and a No-hitter, Not Hitting, Highlight
WRams Softball
And then there was the effort of Chrissy
Ashburn, who singlehandedly notched a
WRam victory by hurling a 1-0 shutout
and driving in the game's lone run.
But pitching just wasn't enough. At the
Penn State Invitational Tournament, URI
scored jusl one run in two games, being
blanked by C.W. Post and notching jusl
one run againsl Bloomberg.
But with players like Kim Menkavitch,
Casey Turano, Deb Dellolio, and Rubina
Carver, many of whom will be returning
next season, the WRams hitting inexperi
ence will only improve.
The WRams Softball season was not the
best in recent memory, with the team bat
ting average at possibly its lowest point, so
the team, behind Coach Susanne Tougas,
was forced to rely on pitching.
And what pitching it was. Freshman
Kathy Tewey threw a no-hitter, one batter
short of a perfect game, against Central
Connecticut for a 1-0 win; the lone score
by Val Gorman in the bottom of the sev
enth came across following Cindy Mont
gomery's single. Earlier in the season,
Tewey had the WRams first victory while
driving in two runs as well.
The WRams were led at the plate by
Sue Gordee who boasted a .300 or better
average for much of the season.
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Despite Few Home Meets, Copeland Leads Track Team to Great
Indoor and Outdoor Seasons
When the second semester track and
field .season began, there were a lot of
questions to be answered as the Ocean
State Championships began in January.
And as the sea.son wore on, the team
showed it was up to the challenge.
Early in the season at Dartmouth, Ran
dy Warren pulled a third place finish in
the 400 in 50.5 seconds. Roger Bragg. Bob
Hoppler. and Jim Garsler all scored per
sonal bests in the 1500 just a few seconds
shy of the 4:00 minute barrier. In the
weight events, Tom Krawczyk came in
second in the 351b throw, and Robert Pa
lazzo finished eighth. The highlight of the
meet was Doug Read's victory in the 800
meter run.
And then al Brown, the team won four
events in the prestigious meet. Tri-captain
Eric Steeves took top honors in the 55-
meter hurdles, Gary Silverman outdis
tanced the field with a 47'9 3/4" toss in
the shotput, and paced by Read. Jim Pratt
and Randy Warren, the sprint and 4x400
relay teams picked up victories. The team
victories were the best of the season, ex
cept for outstanding performances by the
quartermen at the Terrier Classic in
Boston.
Once the outdoor season began, URI
continued in winning style. In the first
meet against Navy and LaSalle, Pratt won
both the 200 and 100 meter sprints. Palaz
zo, Krawczyk, and John Walker dominat
ed the hammer event taking all three lop
spots, and the 4x100 relay team placed a
close second. And in the Yankee Confer
ence Championships, Tri-captain Wayne
Grover won the 100 and 400-meter hur
dles pacing the Rams to a fourth place
finish.
Grover continued winning a week later
at the Boston College Relays in the inter
mediate hurdle competition. The relay
team of Pratt, Warren, Brian Cannon, and
Joe DeAntonis look the win with a time of
3:22.4. and Steeves won the 110-meter
high hurdles.
At Rhody's second and last home meet,
the runners carried the team, sending op
ponents New Hampshire and Holy Cross
reeling, topping off a great season.
U NIV. Of RHODE IStii
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A Combination of Seniors and Freshmen Pace Team
WRams Track In the Spotlight
It was a team effort all season, as Coach
Lauren Anderson's squad effectively com
bined the talents of freshmen like Elisa
Warren. Kathy Costello. and Meghan Lee
with the experience of Lynn Lanzel and
her record book attack to lead the track
team to victory.
At the ECAC Championships. Lanzel
and senior Linda Ferrara propelled the
team to a 15th place finish in the 41 team
field. Fighting the rain at the Boston Col
lege Relays, Deanna Germano, Doreen
Leedberg, and Kim Deppen all turned in
personal best performances. And at the
Smith Invitational, Warren won the 400-
meter hurdle event, Lee won the 1500-
meter, and Kelly Morin, with Germano,
took second place finishes in the 800 and
5000-meter runs, respectively.
All in all. the team seems lo have a lot to
work with for next year, and this year's
successes will not soon be forgotten.
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URI Sailors Capture Second Consecutive Kennedy Cup and Eighth
Moody Trophy
Sailing Team
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Helena Sheldon
Chris Wardell
For the Fun of It
Can
students possibly be required
to study all the time?
Since many students' hectic
schedules require them to spend an un
godly number of hours behind text
books in the library, the campus pow-
ers-thal-be have graciously provided
recreational outlets to help fill all the
free time students somehow acquire.
All over campus, there exists pool ta
bles and video games for those that
dare. And there is no shortage of fun off
campus either, since the popular game
of raising-the-glass-lo-the-mouth al
ways seems to attract students attention
and wallets.
And for those students who wish to
spend their monthly work-study allow
ances more wisely, television staring is
always a popular activity. The after-
Chris Wardell
noon soaps have obtained cult status in
many social circles, and even the big
gest and toughest of them are heard to
ask certain questions about how Duke
and Anna are getting along.
Recreational services and the intra
mural program eat up huge chunks of
time for the athletically inclined, and
many students choose to join one of the
many Greek societies registered on
campus, not only for the lifestyle it pro
vides, but for the social contacts and
activities it is known for. A student liv
ing in a Greek house could find himself
collecting donations in the afternoon.
partying with a friendly sorority in the
evening, and doing a number of calis
thenics in the wee hours.
But whatever may be your addiction,
URI certainly fills the prescription.
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But
of course there comes the time, usu
ally after a paper which can't be mag
netically adhered to Mom's refrigera
tor arrives, that the reason for existing here
for four years suddenly becomes painfully ap
parent. Study spots on campus range from
the quiet and sleepy library to the more sce
nic Spring quadrangle. But almost every
nook and cranny of the campus, at one time
or another, has had a student and his beloved
text jammed into it. filling minds with every
thing from quadratic equations to the anato
my of fetal pigs.
So. said student opens his textbook, and
being it the middle of the semester, the words
more angrily scowl at him from the glossy
page. It seems the sentences have banded
together into paragraphs, and have began to
march up and down the page before him in
perfect formation. The student is taken
aghast. The page is attacking! He is unpre
pared. The paragraphs have formed a perfect
circle around him, and he has no escape. He
begins to plot an offensive. He calms himself.
He is better than they; he knows that. He can
succeed. He raises his hand high overhead,
and brings it crashing down on the book be
fore him, tearing the immoral page from its
bindings and throwing it triumphantly into
the wind. The first battle has been won. Only
578 more battles before the exam.
STUDENT LIFE I3S
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As
tuition costs skyrocket and finan
cial aid becomes more and more
scarce, the economic feasibility of
ith mom and pop becomes much
reality.
As Rhode Islanders, there is virtually no
place in the enure state which is too far to
travel for daily classes and the always
present home-cooked meal awaits the stu
dent at the end of a hard day of hitting the
books. Students are trading their privacy
due to money, so it seems, since parents
always seem lo know what's going on un
der their roofs.
And there are other things to be aware
of. As more students live at home, more
students commute, and fewer parking
spaces are to be found. A shuttle bus
which runs students back and forth from
Keaney was established this year to relieve
on campus congestion, however there is
still high traffic on the inner campus.
But hope is not lost. There are buses,
trains and car pooling services offered for
the in-state student, as well as the shuttle
bus. Rent free housing is sometimes some
thing thai can not be turned down.
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There's
little boredom when students
decide to get out on their own and
live "down-the-line" for a semester
or two. The many beach houses through
out the Narragansett and South Kings
town areas provide perfect winter housing
for those who are able to meet the rent
payments at the beginning of each month.
lltiliiy bills, neighbors, and all the com
forts of owning your own home are real
ized in just a few short weeks.
Most students are hit with the reality
after their first off-campus party when an
unfriendly neighbor calls the unfriendly
police. The freedom of doing what you like
when you like easily attracts many lo the
communities jusl off campus, and certain
responsibilities go right along with it. But
there's always the option to ease the ten
sion by chasing your housemate around
with a blowtorch made from carburetor
cleaner. Oh. those crazy college kids.
Steven R. Porter
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"All systems are go."
"Science Officer, what do long range
scanners indicate?"
"Well Captain, it seems there are no
empty spots from here to Keaney."
"Then we have no choice, go to red
alert. We must find a space."
Captains Log stardate 5/20/87. As our
ship wanders aimlessly around the quad
rant known as Kingston I, our four man
crew in the U.S.S. Chevy Malibu are be
coming restless. Star Fleet Command has
issued instructions to search out and locate
an empty parking space, and secure il with
our ship until afternoon. We have been
searching for hours with little luck. We
can only hope.
"Captain! There, up ahead! Scanners in
dicate empty space!"
"Forge ahead at warp factor 30. No!
Stop!"
"What's wrong captain?"
"It's being guarded by an evil Klingdon
Cushman."
"Well, captain, I say we go to battle. It's
worth the five dollar ticket to successfully
complete our mission."
"No, our mission must be carried out
with complete perfection. Only a commut
er space will be suitable."
"Perhaps we should look near Starbase
Fine Arts. I have heard through interplan
etary communications that there are
spaces available there."
Ahead, then, warp factor 25."
Our ship pushed on. but crew morale
was weakening. There had to be someplace
10 park our ship.
"Ahead cap'n. I believe I see space."
"Yes, it's an open space, but we mustn't
park there."
"Why, captain?"
"It's a fire lane. If we park there, we'll
surely raise the Wrath of Bruno."
"Behind us sir, a perfectly legal com
muter space. Wait! The U.S.S. Ford Ltd
is heading right for it!"
"All stations red alert. I think we can do
it! "Everyone man your battlestations. En
gineering give il all she's got."
"I don't think she can take it, captain."
"We have no choice. Transfer all power to
the main engines. Let's go!"
"Captain! The engine light is red! She's
going to blow!"
"It's our only hope. Ahead warp factor
30... 40... 50... 60..."
Our heros were successful, this time. Af
ter a very tricky maneuver, the U.S.S.
Chevy Malibu docked into its spot just
ahead of the Ford. The crew rejoiced, and
all cheered the captain for his bravery and
expertise.
The crew received a message of congrat
ulations from Star Fleet Command, and
were then assigned a more dangerous,
more exciting, and more risky mission for
later that day lo seek out intelligent life
and any form of civilization in the Traffic
Office of the Campus Police Station.
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Three
times a day, every day, one's
lime is spent munching on the vari
ous foodstuffs that allow our simple
bodies lo continue essential functions.
Around campus, there is never a lack of
available vendors ready and willing to ex
change your hard-earned cash for a few
morsels of food.
As a dormitory resident, the meal plans
provide you with three meals a day on a
simple credit card-type system. Although
the food is still considered questionable to
many, it has actually improved in the last
four years. And there is virtually no one
who hasn't a stash of junk food under a
mattress somewhere.
In the fraternities and sororities, home
cooked (?) meals are prepared daily. But
nothing compares to those midnight pizza
runs, and Ihey even deliver.
For commuters, the choices seem end
less. On campus, there's the Rams Den in
the Memorial Union (known for its incom
parable chili). Little Resl Commons at the
top of campus (which houses a number of
sandwich and fast food establishments).
and coming soon, a pizza parlor and ice
cream parlor on the bottom fioor of the
Union. Just up the road is Wakefield and
Narragansett. where restaurants number
in the hundreds. During the summer, the
restaurants cater to beachgoers and tourist
traffic, but during the off-season, its the
URI student that keeps them in business.
Many student organizations also have
found food to be a good hook to bring
people to their events -- international food,
free popcorn, buffets, sundaes and all sorts
of things pop up all year long.
There is one thing that is certain: URI
students do not go hungry.
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Life
in one of the many URI dorms
is, well..., never boring. As an in
coming freshman, the typical stu
dent rejoices in his new found freedom
from mummy and daddy, discovering the
many exciting opportunities that exist
when you're no longer six feet from your
parents bedroom door. So you crank up
the stereo, invite as many members of the
opposite sex into your room that fit com
fortably, and break out the Stolichnaya.
And then you get to meet your RA.
But for those students who are able to
avoid the wrath of the Residential Life
Judicial System, there is no experience
which matches being crammed into a hall
with dozens of other students and trying to
gel any homework done whatsoever. And
believe it or not, many students choose the
dormitories as their living option for all of
their four years at the university. The priv
ilege of having 3,000 neight)ors within a
half mile of you means there is always
someone to talk with about whatever may
strike your fancy.
There's a certain mystique about being
able to crawl out of bed at 8:45 for a 9:00
o'clock class, not having to fight tooth and
nail for a parking place before you've
downed your first coffee, and not worrying
about electricity or heating bills. But de
spite these advantages, a number of stu
dents choose to live off campus in their
latter years, accepting the responsibilities
of managing their own home and own ac
counts. Although the dorms get a lot of
bad P.R. about crowding and policies and
such, they're really not a bad spot to hang
out for a few years.
What's that, you say? Your roomie is
psychotic? The administration wants to
search your room for improper possession
of someone else's toothbrush? Someone
has been sliding notes under your door
threatening to maim you if you ever look
at that girl again? The girl in the next
room laughs at you through a hole in the
wall? When it rains, water collects around
the foot of your bed? The guy upstairs
plays his music so loud it knocks paint
chips into your hair? Something is growing
under your roommate's bed, and it's
hungry?
Well, relax. University life is unique in
that it allows you an opportunity al com
plete independence, with only a few guar-
enteed Civil Rights suspended. And be
sides, it's no longer illegal in Rhode Island
to possess semi-automatic weapons with
out a license. Many out-of-state students
(those that tend to ignore New Jersey
jokes, anyway) find that living in the rural
community of Kingston is unique in itself.
With most modern conveniences within
walking distance of campus, as well as his
torical sites and breath-taking country
side, the sometimes crowded and noisy
dorms are balanced by the foliage and pic
ture postcard snowfalls.
Acceptance into the social order of the
"dorm rats" is something which will nol
easily be forgotten. STUDENT LIFE 145
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"Garcon, come here."
"Yea. waddaya want?
"
"Yes... A Perrier please, and oh. just a
tease of lime."
"What? Ya wanna tuna melt?"
"No. no I want a drink."
"They don't serve alcohol here, bud."
"What on earth do you mean by 'bud'?"
"Huh?"
"Bud... what does that mean?"
"It's short for Budweiser. They don't
serve beer either, ya know.
"
"Oh pleeeeeese. Enough of this non
sense. I wish to consume a quality bever
age and compliment it's taste with perhaps
one of your finer entrees. I believe I have
requested a Perrier, hmmmm?"
"Yea, so whaddya think this is a restau
rant or something?"
"Well perhaps I am under the suspicion
that this place is. in fact, an eaterie of
some sort."
"If you wanna drink, the Coke's over
there, by the coffee."
"Oh perfectly fine. I'll just do it myself
then. But first, may I inquire as to this
evening's specialty of the house?"
"Hot dogs."
"I have nol heard of such a dish. Is it,
perhaps, a local delicacy?"
"Well, there right here in front of me. I
guess that's pretty local."
"I do not care lo stand here and deci
pher your silly riddles. Please prepare me
one order of these... hot dogs."
"There ya go. Bone appletick."
"An apple what? Do you speak of
dessert?"
"I guess you could call it that."
"Then could you please direct me to the
executive dining suite."
"Certainly, sir. Just lake a left at the
salad bar."
"I don't see it."
"There's a sign on it. 'Board of Gover
nors for Higher Education', it says."
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While many are living in the
dorms, and others are having a go
of it on their own in South Coun
ty, there are a few others who
choose to spend their lime as a
member of one of the many Greek
societies on campus. But Greek
Life offers more than a place lo
hang your hat; it offers a distinct
lifestyle unique to any other. Be
hind principles of brotherhood
and unity, the brothers and sisters
of URI are active in many student
organizations, and devote count
less hours to fund-raising activi
ties. The Greek system's image of
partying all the time is somewhat
overemphasized, but as any
brother or sister will tell you. the
friends gained at parlies and the
fun of unwinding al the end of a
long, hectic week is something ev
ery student enjoys.
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Greek Week is the culmination of ihe
year for the Greek societies on campus.
and Greek Sing is the culmination of that
week. All the houses meet in Keaney Gym.
each wilh a prepared song lo be performed
that is hoped will win the competition and
lake the crown as the top Greek house on
campus.
It all begins a week earlier with the
Greek Week competitions. Houses com
pete for points in events ranging from a
basketball shooting and Softball games, to
a keg toss and the great chariot competi
tion Houses are grouped together for
team points, with great prestige going to
the house that eventual cops top honors.
Al this year's Sing, the use of sound
amplification equipment was used for the
first time, adding a more complicated di
mension to preparation for the event. And
many hou.ses used this to their advantage.
But even for those groups who didn't
win. the event itself -- with the music.
song, bizarre costumes and the like is a
definite URI tradition.
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And A inge is at the top of the key. Off
to Parish in the corner. He dribbles to the
base line, but Ac's cut off and sends out to
D.J. Dennis brings il inside -- a quick off
to McHale. McHale is blocked out. Just
four seconds on the shot clock. McHale to
Bird. He's wide open! He rolls to the key...
Rolls?
The PARI basketball team visited the
campus once again Ihis year to prove that
being in a wheelchair won't slop those with
the courage and determination lo succeed.
And as in past years, the wheelchair bound
team played a volunteer URI squad in a
charily game to bring attention to those
who are disabled. And they gave new
meaning to the term "pick and roll."
IS2 .STUDENT LIFE
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If
URI is here lo prepare the student
for the "real world" then the real
world must have an awful lot of lines
Sin it.It begins on registration day: lines form
ifrom
the south door of Tootell. across
Keaney Gym. and out the front door. Then
it's off 10 buy books, where you get to
choose either the cash line, the check line
or the Visa line. Following this it's off to
the bank to make sure you can cover your
check. And yes another line to wait in. But
hope is not lost. Perhaps a bite of lunch
before you tackle the lines at the financial
aid office, the registrar and the bursar.
Perhaps a taste of chili from the Rams
Den sounds good. The line extends out the
door. Then you stand in line at the grill -
after this the line at the checkout. And
there's even a line to get napkins and
ketchup.
Standing in line has become almost a
cult event. It's probably the most common
way of meeting new people at the begin
ning of the semester. And once the day is
done, the line of cars extends from the
campus to Narragansett.
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The
one thing every student remembers
about the northeast is the weather.
And the cliche which says, "if you
don't like the weather, just wait a minute"
many times seems more like gospel than the
utterance of an overpaid weatherman. But
Rhode Island weather is even unique in the
northeast -- as 80 degree temperatures and
snowstorms can occur at any time between
the months of October and May.
And it is the student at URI that seems
always to bear the brunt ofthe elements. Any
commuter student can tell you war stories
about the car that didn't quite make it up
Kingston Hill, or the water the entered the
front seal of pop's Lincoln while it was
parked near Keaney. On-campus dwellers
also have their own favorite weather stories:
like when a river was running down the halls
of Barlow, or the snowballs that made it into
the living room of TKE.
The ducks of Ellery Pond seem to be the
only Kingston creatures not bothered by the
weather too much. If the great gods in the sky
drop a few inches of rain on us, the ducks
actually seem to enjoy paddling up to the
windows of Ellery Hall and peeking in to see
what's happening.
In the fall, temperatures are warm and en
joyable - and there's nothing like the foliage
on Shannock Hill behind Keaney Gym. Quite
a lot of the students' time is spent wandering
the quad and studying out in the open air.
How could such an atmosphere ever turn
sour?
But then comes winter, and everyone antic
ipates the first snowfall - except the snow
always seems to hit about a month early,
catching the snow removal crews and stu
dents completely off guard. Walking from
the dorms to Independence Hall becomes an
Gail Wagner
expedition, as two to three foot drifts blanket
all the paths and footwalks. Although it's
only December, everyone already is crying
about warm weather and spring.
It appears to be the rain that everyone
hates the most: you can't play with a puddle.
you can't build snow critters from water, and
you can't lie out on a soggy quad and get a
Ian. What is even worse is that the heavy
rains always come after a heavy snow, mak
ing "slush" the most dreaded word spoken.
until of course, the temperature drops and
freezes over, making the most dreaded word,
"ice."
But with Spring, the rain can almost be
tolerated. Exams are coming up and the
beaches are but a mile or two away. Summer
is on the mind, and is anticipated with com
plete lustful dedication.
And the summers are perfect, well, except
maybe for a tornado or two.
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Amateur Radio Club
Facts...
Name: The Amateur Radio Club
Call Sign: VJIKMW
Purpose:To maintain an amateur radio .station, to aid persons
studying for licenses, to advance knowledge of electronics and
radio, and to assist in providing emergency communications.
Activities: Located under Lippitt Hall since time immemorial,
the club this year moved inlo the attic of historic and vermin-
infested Taft Hall because of the campus space shortage, losing
its antennas. Still, the club did manage to encourage a few
"novice" operators, get itself on the air to chat with other opera
tors around the world, and attend "ham" gatherings throughout
New England.
History: Informally coalescing by 1936, the Radio Club was
ready for the Great Hurricane of 1938 when its members were
called upon to relay emergency messages. In 1940, the club began
the Rhode Island State College Network which became the pre
sent WRIU AM/FM.
Identifications:
President and Chief Engineer - Michael S. Bilow (NIBEE)
Treasurer ~ James W. Archer (KFIT)
Secretary - Steven R. Porter
Operations Committee - John F. Sardinha (KAIAZ)
Training Committee - James W. Archer (KFIT)
Emergency Preparedness Committee - William Desjardins
(WIZY)
Technical Commitlee - Michael S. Bilow (NIBEE)
Trustee - Ralph England (WAIYDR)
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APICS
Facts . . .
Name: American Production and Inventory Control Society
History: VRl boasts the first student chapter, founded in 1981
Background:APICS - the American Production and Inventory
Control Society is a thirty year-old professional society helping
people in production and inventory management and operations
and resources management, to meet today's coinpetilive chal
lenges. URI's production operations management graduates are
highly recruited by many large manufacturers. The success of
these students is a direct result of their outstanding faculty and
accredited business school.
Purpose. This society serves these professionals by managing a
constantly evolving body of production and inventory manage
ment knowledge and translating it through an unmatched range
of educational offerings.
Identification: L-R (front row): Professor M. Ebrahimpour. D.
Connor. Presidenl B. Rugo, C. Campanella. L. Bailey, Professor
P. Mangiameli (back row): D. Levitt, J. Santos, S. Leach, P.
Peckham, C. Doltor
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Catholic Student Association
Facts...
Name: The Catholic Student Association
Purpose: The Catholic Student Association seeks to foster a
Christian community on campus by coordinating and program
ming spiritual, cultural, and social activities through the Catholic
Center.
Background: The Catholic Student Association is composed of
two groups. The undergraduate "student board" evaluates and
sets goals for the Campus Ministry and plans and organizes
Catholic student activities. The "Catholics over 22
"
(C022) is an
organization for graduate students, older students, and alumni.
Both groups plan social, cultural and religious events.
Activities: This year the group sponsored local and regional
retreats, coordinated Halloween. Christmas, and Mardi Gras
parlies, and held fund-raising events to benefit programs for
sexually abused children and world hunger.
Members: Membership is open to any URI student interested
in fostering Christian ideals.
Identifications: L-R (front row): Brenda J. Vargo. Susan Zullo,
Lisa Travaline, Jodi R. Wood, Timothy A. Morelli. (middle row):
Terri Chavanu, Anne Neuville, Marisa Szem (lop row): David
Dubois, Bob Tighe
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The Chess Club
Facts...
Name: The Chess Club
History: Re-established in May, 1985.
Purpose: To promote enjoyment and participation in chess.
Activities: Last year, the Chess Club participated in two major
team tournaments: the Rhode Island Chess League, in which the
URI Chess Club scored a number of upsets over Rhode Island
College and Brown University, and the United Slates Amateur
Team Championships in New Jersey. URI tied for first place in
their division, but lost on a mathematical tie-breaker.
Awards: The club was named the top Rhode Island Team in
the United States Amateur Team Championships (Easl), and
scored a second place finish in the under 1800 division ofthe Pan
American tournament.
Members: 12
Identifications: L-R (front row): Felipe C. Almonti, Anthony M.
Vinacco, Jim Martin, Willis Kim(captain) (back row): John
Breckinridge, Mark Kraines. Bill the Cat. Bryan Clauss
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Chi Alpha
Facts
Name: The Chi Alpha Campus Christian Fellowship
Purpose: To give students the opportunity to unite with other
students to express the person and claims of Jesus Christ.
Activities: C\ii Apha sponsors picnics, canoe trips. Thanksgiv
ing dinners, Christmas carolling, and volleyball games. They have
also put together dorm concerts, films and bible studies. Mem
bers have used their talents and gifts by serving those God
oversees.
Members: 25
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Ambulance Corps
Facts...
\:ime: The Community Ambulance Corps
Purpose: To provide emergency treatment and transportation
to any member of the university community in need, and lo train
and teach students in emergency medical techniques.
History: The Ambulance Corps was founded jusl a few years
ago as answer to problems regarding emergency service to the
university. Students are trained and man the university owned
ambulance and proceed as emergency medical lechnicians.
Members: Approximalely 25.
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Commuter Association
Facts.
Niimc: The Commuter A.ssocialion
Purpi}se:The purpose of the association is lo promote commut
er involvement in campus activities.
/4ct/V/V/e5; Some of the activities sponsored by the Commuter
Association this year included the Commuter Tailgate Party al
homecoming, the freshman commuter orientation, a weekly film
series, a weekly coffee hour with live entertainment, as well as
dances and parties held on a monthly basis.
Members: The association currently boasts a membership of
over two hundred.
Identifications: L-R (front row): Sam Conte, Robin Scarboro.
Cyndi Clark (vice-president), David Plouffe (middle row): Mark
Kraines, Luigi DelBove, Kim Cain, Gizelle Ledoux (back row):
John Sullivan, Frank McCormick, Chris Gladu (president). Steve
Tamburro. Michael Joyce. Robert Tamburro
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Gay Task Force
Facts...
Name: The Gay Task Force
H/s(ory. The URI Gay Task Force was founded in 1984. It has
been an active part of the campus community since that lime and
is a fully recognized and funded student organization.
Purpose: The purpose of the GTF is lo foster a better under
standing of the gay community within the university, to promote
an alliance for gay men and women, and to form stronger societal
foundations between straight and gay people through education
about misconceptions.
Activities: The GTF fulfills its purpose by sponsoring films
such as "Desert Hearts," having confidential support groups, and
generally informing Ihe campus community with literature, but
tons and slickers.
Members: The GTF has both gay and straight members, and
membership in the organization is confidential.
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The Good Five-Cent Cigar
Facts...
Name: The Good Five-Cent Cigar
.Mono: Just What This Country Really Needs
Hislory:The Cigar has been the campus newspaper since 1972, when
the URI newspaper. The Beacon, folded.
Purpose: From Tuesday to Friday of every week, the Cigar publishes
a newspaper for the entire campus community. Students walk on
campus to read the in-depth news stories, the daily classifieds to see
what's going on, the letters and editorials to see who's doing what to
whom, and the sports section to find out how URI's finest athletes are
making out. The Cigar also boasts a large business and advertising
department, which handles a budget of more than $100,000.
The Cigar attempts to inform the community, as well as provide
hands on experience to journalism and business majors.
Members: Approximately 35
Idenlificalions:L-R (front row): Joelle Bekasi, David Alex
ander, Ken Labrie, Domingos Dias, Jim Fraser (back row):
Deb Weinrich, Bob Ryan. Paul Mastriani. John Phillips.
John Mandrose, William R. Levesque. Brian Stuart. Gerrie
Owren. David Kibbe.
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The Great Swamp Gazette
Bob Dosdourian
Identifications: L-R (front row); Michael C. Bryce. Tim Jackson (hack row): Michael S. Bilow. Steven R. Porter, Dawn M.
Wright, Stephen R. Welch, Caillin Scorpio, James W. Archer, Bob Dosdourian. Michael Dean
Editor - Steven R. Porter
Managing Editor - Stephen R. Welch
Business Manager - James W. Archer
Production Manager - Michael S. Bilow
Literary Editor - Teri Tanski
Photography Editor - Bob Dosdourian
Art and Graphics - Michael C. Bryce
Office Manager - Michael Gabriele
Assistant Editors - Robin Shore
Michael Dean
Andy Patrizio
Advertising Manager - Stephanie Cook
Production Assistants - Dawn Wright
Tim Jackson
Contributing Staff- William R. Levesque
Ernst P. Kohlsaal
Caillin Scorpio
Boh Dosdourian
William P. Shapiro
Krista Bennett
And a host of others
Perhaps the best way to explain what
our organization does, why it exists . and
how it could last this long at such a univer
sity, is to become a fiy on the wall during a
typical Gazette deadline situation:
PORTER: Michael, has the copy come
back yet?
BILOW: Well . . .
PORTER: What do you mean "well?"
BILOW: Well . . . there are two major
problems here.
PORTER: I don't care. We need to gel
this issue to the printers. We don't have
time for . . . what the hell is Patrizio doing?
BILOW: He needs a cartoon for his
heavy-metal column. He's trying to act it
out for Mike Bryce.
BRYCE: Patrizio, I'm not going to
draw a picture of you eating your face.
PATRIZIO: Yea, but that's what the
lead singer was doing!
BRYCE: How about another moose
gelling its head blown off?
WRIGHT: That's nol funny. Mooses
are people too.
JACKSON: I agree. If I blow Andy's
head off, could you draw that Mike?
PORTER: No voilence in the office. Do
it in the hallway where I'm not responsible.
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Bob Dosdourian
PATRIZIO: No. I don't think so.
You're not serious, are you?
SHORE: We could blow some other
part of you off if you like.
LEVESQUE: I object strongly to this
situation. You're stealing all the good ma
terial from my columns!
TANSKI: Hey. Steve, could I speak to
you a minute?
PORTER: Sure, what's up?
TANSKI: What do you think of this
poem. Il could be construed as
antisemetic.
PORTER: Well, who wrote it?
TANSKI: It's co-signed by our Jewish
staff members.
PORTER: I see. By the way, where is
Mike Dean? He's supposed to be pasting-
up his column righl now.
DEAN: Here I am.
PORTER: Did you draw "Jayce and the
Establishment" for this issue?
DEAN: Of course. It's about how
Jayce. the anli-christ. and Ron Weisinger
all...
BILOW: I jusl got off the phone from
the printers. We have to be there in an
hour. How are we doing?
PORTER: We're waiting for Bob's pho
to essay.
DOSDOURIAN: Here it is, right on
PORTER: I was beginning to worry.
DOSDOURIAN: Have I ever failed
you? Never. However. 1 do come close.
WELCH: Give me the photos. I'll lay it
out. It'll fit nicely next to Angelina.
BILOW: Does anything happen in this
installment of Angelina?
WELCH: No. but things start happen
ing next week. Anyway, anyone want a
coffee?
EVERYONE: No!
WELCH: I don't blame you. It's
horrible.
PORTER: I'll take a cup. It's belter
than penicillin.
SHORE: Anyone want to hear a good
condom joke?
PORTER: Just fourty-five minules left.
Hurry up everyone. Here. Dawn, layout
these four stories in those three pages. If
they don't fit, fake it.
WRIGHT: Okay. It looks like we'll be a
half page short.
SHORE: I could write about the latest
fraternity hazing practices.
PORTER: There's no lime. How about
a graphic from Bryce?
BRYCE: Can I do the dead moose now?
WRIGHT: As long as it's small enough
for me nol to notice.
WELCH: Bob, how aboul a photo?
Anything lying around?
DOSDOURIAN: I've got one of me in
the darkroom.
ARCHER: Everyone! Attention please!
We have a big problem. The accounting
office has stopped our purchase requisi
tions and payment orders because we
didn't have the proper back-ups. We may
not be able to print this is8ue.
BILOW: Thai's outrageous. The rules
say they can't do that.
WELCH: There must be something we
can do.
PORTER: I have an idea. Jackson?
JACKSON: Yes?
PORTER: Go blow them up.
JACKSON: Be right back.
The Great Swamp Gazelle is URI's al
ternative magazine. We publish news
commentary, satire, humor, short fiction
poetry, original artwork, and photography
as well as any other interesting creatior
conceived from the creativity of the cam
pus community. Always different, occa
sionally controversial, and never boring
we attempt lo provide a little "clear think
ing out of the muck and mire" for those
reading our pages. This year, we celebrat
ed our tenth anniversary. We hope to be
around for at least ten more.
Steven R. Porter
Editor, 1986-87
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IFC/Panhel
Facts...
Name: The Interfraternity Council and Panhellenic
Association
Purpose. The Interfraternity Council and Panhellenic Associa
tion are responsible for governing all of the 16 fraternities and 8
sororities on this campus. They work logether to improve good
relations between the Greek societies and the URI
administration.
Activities: Aside from their governmental responsibilities, each
year they raise money for charitable organizations such as the
Paraplegic Association of Rhode Island (PARI), Jump Rope for
Heart, and the Kingstown Improvement Association.
Members: Each year the fraternities and sororities elect presi
dents and execulive committees to their respective council seals.
The respresentalives work closely together to promote coopera
tion between the houses and promote intellectual, moral, and
social development of undergraduates in the system.
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International Student Assoc.
Facts...
Name: The International Student Association
Background: The ISA is a group made up of URI students
from countries all over the world. Many nationalities have their
own clubs which are associated with ISA including the Chinese
Student Association, Hellenic Association, India Club. Korean
Student Association, and the Association for African Affairs.
Purpose: The aim of ISA is not only to bring together the
various foreign .student groups at URI, but also to help integrate
them into campus life by encouraging foreign and American
students to get together for social and cultural events.
Activities: ISA sponsors a number of activities such as special
dinners, parties, bands, foodfairs, speakers, sporting events, and
the annual International Week.
Members: ISA currently represents 450 international students
from 71 different countries, and is located at 37 Lower College
Road.
Identifications: L-R (front row): Sonal Sham, Annet Arakelian,
Feri Jafari (middle row): Jovino Semedo, Maria Medeiros. Fer
nanda Moniz. Najat Hana (back row): Youhei Ugari, Jen Bau,
Helen Blackie
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Senior Week Committee
Facts-
Name; The Senior Week Committee
Identifications: L-R (front row): David Varlian. Andrea Ster-
giou, Emily Sukatos, and Diane Yarid
(back row): Karen Sherman, Denise Yarid, Bonnie Powell, and
Keith Creamer
Purpose: To provide graduating seniors with social events at
Ihe end of their final year which celebrate the committment they
have promised and succeeded in achieving.
Background: The committee is organized each year through
the Student Senate, which chooses a chairman (usually the Sen
ate vice-president) and organizes a .series of events open primarily
10 gradualing seniors.
Activities: The Committee this year sponsored a Ram's Den
brunch, a social at Rossalini's. and a boat cruise.
Members: 25
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Mortar Board
Facts...
Name: Mortar Board Senior Honor Society
History: Mortar Board, originally a national organization hon
oring senior college women, was founded at the University of
Rhode Island in 1967.
Background: Mortar Board is a national honor society of col
lege seniors. The society recognizes in its members the qualities
of dedicated service to the college or university community, supe
rior scholarship, and outstanding and continual leadership.
Purpose: The chapters of this society are challenged lo provide
thoughtful leadership lo the campus and community, to create an
environment of effective communication, lo move towards mean
ingful goals, and lo continue to maintain the ideals of society.
Members: 34
Identifications: L-R (front row): Lori Rubinroll, Donna Vassella,
Kelly Mclnerney (secretary), Lisa Rodier
(back row): Debbie Prior, Jeff Valenti (president), Nancy Serio
(vice-president), John Simonian (treasurer), James Arruda, Mi
chelle Roberto (historian)
(missing from photo): Susan Bolduc. Deborah Carlino, Julie
Connolly, Kimberly Dail, Christine Ekslrom, Annette Finke.
Leta Fishman. Angela Giardino, Sherry Giarrusso. Elizabeth
Haigh. John Hall, Lori Hathaway, Mariann Hayward, Kelly
Lacy, Steve La Flemme, Gina Lombardo, Rosa Marques, Judith
Mullaney, Cynthia Nye, Kathleen O'Leary, Laura Stein, Marisa
Valzovano, Natalie Spencer, Deborah Muggura
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Persptjctives
Facts...
Name: Perspectives Literary Magazine
Purpose: To enlighten the campus community to the creative
works ofthe many artists and writers who are undergraduate URI
students.
Identifications: The above pholo is excerpts
work, entitled "Syntopicon."
from their latest
History: Perspectives was formed aboul eight years ago in re
sponse 10 a lack of general knowledge about the works of students.
ll is in Ihe mold of many sixlies publicalions.
Members: An editorial board composed of about ten students
decide who will be included in each issue.
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Phoenix Productions
Facts...
Name: Phoenix Production and Broadcasting, Inc.
History: Rising from the ashes of the old Student Video Center.
"Phoenix" as it is properly called may or may nol be a student-run
low power television station next year. At press time, applications
and details were nol yel known. However if it is successful, the
Student Senate initiated project would broadcast sludenl run and
produced programming lo South County and ihc university -
becoming the first such sludenl-run operation in the country.
Members: Approximalely 20. but always looking for more.
Identifications: A camera sits waiting for its chance to broadcast
student-produced programming to Rhode Island.
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Ram Band
Facts.
Name: The Ram Band
History: The URI Ram Band, which enjoys a reputation
throughout the region as "The Pride of New England," was
founded in 1960 by Donald Burns. It continued its characteristic
tradition of the high knee-lift and precision marching style under
Gene Pollart.
Activities: The Ram Band generally travels to several away
football games each season lo help lend support to our team on
the road. This season's away performances included the Universi
ty of New Hampshire game and the University of Connecticut
game. The URI Marching Band performed a halftime show for
the New England Patriots at Sullivan Stadium in Foxboro.
And wherever they go, the Ram Band is a goodwill ambassador
for the university, through both the excellence of its performance
and the character and pride of the students who make up the
band.
Members: 52
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Renaissance
Facts...
Name: Renaissance
Purpose: Responsible for publishing an annual yearbook for the
University of Rhode Island community.
///sror>.- Founded in 1897 as "Grist" the yearbook was published
annually until the early 1970's (except during war years when
issues were doubled), ll was renamed Renaissance to reflect the
changing times the re-birth of culture and activities on campuses
around the country.
Members: 20.
Identifications: Pictured above is the first yearbook staff of
1897.
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RIPIRG
Facts...
Name: The Rhode Island Public Interest Research Group
W/stoo. RIPIRG was founded al URI in 1975 as a chapter of
the national PIRG organization.
Purpose; Since its inception, RIPIRG has worked primarily on
environmental issues, consumer protection, and government re
form. It is a student directed organization and is designed to
teach students citizenship skills and to help them become more
politically active on the state and federal levels.
Activities: RIPIRG has worked on such statewide issues as
toxic waste clean-up. banking reform, voter registration, and the
National Student Campaign Against Hunger.
Members: There are 1 1 "interns" sponsored through various
university departments and a student board of directors.
Identifications: L-R: Megan Glasheen, Melanie Douglas
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Student Alumni Association
Facts.
Name: The Student Alumni Association
W/story; Founded in 1985 by 13 undergraduate students.
Purpose: The Student Alumni Association was designed as a
link between present students and alumni and is devoted to bring
ing the two together to serve the university as a whole. Their main
purpose is lo promote school spirit on campus and improve URI.
Activities: The Association serves as student ambassadors to
URI, they run the Senior Challenge Program, student survival
kits, and play an active role in Annual Fund Phon-a-thons, Alum
ni Weekend, and Homecoming. This past August, 12 members
were able to attend a national Student Alumni Association/Stu
dent Foundation Convention at the University of California al
Santa Barbara. This past March, URI hosted its first Student
Alumni Association/Student Foundation Regional Conference.
This included all the SAA/SF's in New England.
Members: 33
Identifications: L-R (front row): Suzanne Lingenfelter (vice-
president), Tonya Taskey (recording secretary), Jennifer
Goldstein
(second row): Kim Cain. Judith Brown. Jill Egeland. Deb Wein-
reich, Julie Brooks. Dianne Lingenfelter (corresponding secre
tary), Tricia Mullaney
(third row): Betsy Butler, Keri Peters, Jackie Beauregard (re
cording secretary), Kristen Newburg, Renee Ostiguy, Christa
Saalfrank, Angela Conion, Mary Badgley, Laura Hill, Jennifer
Brown.
(back row): David Sarmanian, Phil Robbins (treasurer), Kevin
Meehan, Wing Chau, Bob Palmer, Paul Charette, Clark Engert,
Manuel Vales, Russ Rekos, Gary Teodosio
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Student Entertainment Committee
Facts...
Name: The Student Entertainmeni Commitlee
History: SEC was reformed in the summer of 1984 by the
Student Senate. It consists of four subcommittees; concert-
/dance, lectures, special events, and midday/off-eampus.
Purpose: SEC is a campus based entertainment connection
that is funded through 31 percent of the student activities tax.
SEC schedules lectures, trips, dances, concerts, and comedians
all geared towards the campus public. This organization brings to
URI professionals and recognized personalities who would other
wise be unaffordable and inaccessable by most.
/lc(/i7t/es;Some of the activities scheduled for 1986-87 includ
ed a video dance party, the airband contest, silly pet tricks, Frank
Santos. Vladimir Sakharov. Dr. Ruth, and concerts by Till Tues
day, Joan Jett, and Squeeze.
Members: 60
ldentifications:L-R (front row): April Singer, Mark Roberts, Bill
Shaughnessy, Tony Lucci
(second row): Lori Spaziano, Paula McDonough, Laura Mills
(third row): Scott Farrow, Cheryl Almonte, Lisa Brown, Chris
Crowe
(back row): Bob Segee, Steve Servidio, Jane Pedro, Kelly Wolfe
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Student Senate
Facts...
Name: The Student Senate
Purpose: The officially elected governmental voice of the stu
dents, and managers of the Student Activities Tax.
History: The Senate was formed in 1942 as the democratic
voice of the student body. In 1970. it was given complete control
over the Activities Tax which currently stands at aboul $500,000
per year, ll is made up of senators, representing various constitu
encies, as voted by the student body.
Duties and Activities: The Senate meets weekly to debate and
decide the fale of the activities tax, questions of recognition for
student organizations, and passes resolutions of opinion on behalf
of the Student Body. Its backbone is its committees (Tax, Stu
dent Organization Advisory and Review, Academic Affairs, Ex
ternal Affairs, Communications, Minority Affairs, and Student
Affairs) which research student problems and concerns and de
velop workable solutions to those problems.
Members: Approximately 44 persons.
Identifications: L-R (front row): Kathy Chirico. Charles Pisa-
turo, Robert DiMaio, John Simonian, Michael S. Bilow, Steven
R. Porter
(middle row): Jen Bau, Cameron Campbell, Willis Kim, Scott
Arruda, Charles Westcott, Tony Impagliazzo, Melanie Douglas,
Jon Everson, Jon Scott, Chris Bicho, Carl Lisa, David Varlian,
Gary Vancini, Kerri Cannella
(back row): Maureen O'Gorman. James W. Archer. Jeff
Nauges. Mark Milikian. Tim Jackson. Armand Pasfine, Mark
Kraines. Shannon Pella, Scott Bosworth, Kirby Roberts Keith,
Jeff Sochrin, Fran Schofield, Edith Covington, Michelle Flem-
ming, Danielle Partenope, Michelle Cunniff
Steven R. Porter Tony Impagliazzo ACTIVITIES 195
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URISSC
Facts...
Name: Students for Social Change Identifications: L-R: Lisa Signorelli. Megan Glasheen
History: URISSC was established in 1981 following the election
of Ronald Reagan lo the presidency.
Purpose: The purpose of URISSC is to work towards social
change that is needed in order to establish a humane society
characterized by peace, solidarity, liberty, democracy and equali
ty. URISSC concentrates on nuclear arms limitations, foreign
policy, economics and consumerism, ecology and energy, and
campus and community action.
Activities: URISSC sponsors speakers, nuclear protest marches.
and other events. An important achievement this year was to
organize a delegation lo send lo the Forsyth County. Georgia
freedom march in January.
Members: 30
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URIS;tar
Facts...
Name: Students Together Against Repression
History: Founded in the Fall of 1985 with five members.
Identifications: L-R: Scott Traudl, Mark Kraines
pholo): Tim Jackson
^missing from
Purpose: To educate the campus to the many human rights
violations accrued by the forces of repression, and to provide a
forum for intelligenl debate about actions against those who do
not value human rights or civil liberties.
Activities: URISTAR sponsors films, debates, and trips to
bring about their goals. This year they sponsored a lecture by
Moriah Lucas - a housewife who has seen the atrocities of the
Soviet occupation of Afghanistan. The group also traveled to
Washington to lobby for aid to the contra guerrillas in war-torn
Nicaragua.
Members: 10
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Uhuru Sa Sa
Facts...
Name: Uhuru Sa Sa
History: Uhura Sa Sa was founded in 1 968 as the Afro-Ameri
can Society. The name "Uhuru Sa Sa" means "freedom now"
and was officially adopted in 1972.
Purpose: Uhuru Sa Sa's purpose is to establish and maintain
the cultural, social and educational enrichment of all people who
work and study at URI, and to promote Black culture and Black
pride.
Activities: Uhuru Sa Sa sponsors Black History Month,
dances, guest speakers, and trips. This year they were also greatly
responsible for the campus events celebrating Martin Luther
King, Jr. Week.
Identifications: L-R (front row): Chris Lopes (president),
Edith Covington (public relations), Lavern Hall (assistant secre
tary). Angle Davis (public relations), Milisa Brown (treasurer),
Millie Rodriguez (secretary), Saleem Madyun (vice-president)
(second row): Errica Watterson, Michelle Flemming, Christine
Gomez, Kim Gomez, Angelina Barros, Maria Johnson, Lorna
Lawrence, Terseer Hemben, Vicky Escobar
(third row): Roberto Pietersz, Taritha Middleton, Monda
Webb, Crescena Martin, Maria Gomes, Cynthia Spruill, Jovino
Semedo, Michelle Richardson, Jessica Jorge
(back row): Richard Tutt, Brian Cannon, David Lisbon, Jose
Valerio
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IUnion Board
Facts...
Name: The Memorial Union Board of Directors
History: Union Board was begun before the Student Union was
built in the sixties; first as an advisory group to plan what services
would be in the building, and then as an advisory group which
helped run the building when it was completed.
Purpose: To provide close interaction between students and the
Memorial Union adminislralion ihrough continuous develop
ment of innovative programming in social, cultural and intellec
tual areas, and to represent the input of students into all phases of
operations of the Union, its services, and its staff.
Activities: Union Board annually sponsors the Spring Carnival.
films, weekly coffee hours featuring local talent, and information
booths at various college events.
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Union Disc
Facts...
History: Union Disc has existed under many different names in
the past including Cellar Sights and Sounds and the Record Co-
Background: Union Disc is a record store conveniently located
in Ihe Memorial Union. During the 1986 year, inventories were
expanded to meet the requests of a wide variety of students
interests. Sales increased steadily with more energy directed to
wards promotions such as give-aways and charitable donations.
Union Disc's inventory includes albums, tapes, posters, floppy
discs. 24-hour film services, and magazines.
Members.' The store is run by students responsible to Kingston
Student Services. Inc. The manager of the store is a member of
the KSS board of directors. There is one manager, two assistant
managers, and six employees.
Identifications: L-R (back row): Ralph Capaldi, Jose De la torre,
Tim Santos, Debbie Kieke, Andrew Dieffenbaeh (front row): Jim
Harrington (assistant manager), Danielle Morrissey (manager),
Mary Sheehan (assistant manager)
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Wildlife Society
Facts...
Name: The URI Chapter of the Wildlife Society
Purpose: Their principle objectives are to (1) develop and
promote responsible stewardship of the environment; (2) take an
active role in preventing, minimizing, or mitigating human-in
duced environmental degradation; (3) to increase public aware
ness and appreciation of wildlife values; and (4) maintain the
highest standards of professionalism in all activities.
Activities: The student chapter of the Wildlife Society attends
the regional conclave, which was held in West Virginia this year.
The conclave is usually a weekekend trip where the members
attend lectures, banquets, dances, compete in a wildlife quiz
bowl, and meet other students interested in similar areas. They
also hold fundraisers throughout the year such as bake sales and
car washes. Meetings are highlighted by guest speakers who
discuss resource-related topics.
Members: 25
Identifications: L-R (front row): April Oberempl, Scott McAllis
ter, Chuck Horbert
(middle row): Patrice D'Ovidio, Jeff Olico
(back row): Svenja Graeve, Sharon Bugbee, Pat Hamisfar,
Kerry Arsenaull, Jon Everson
(missing from pholo): Mike Tyrrell, Chris D'Ovidio. Dave
Viiello. Rod Pctruska. Terry Gardiner. Tracey Carlson
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Abd
Kayed Abdel-Rahman
Civil Engineering
John P. Addessi
Mechanical Engineering
Timothy C. Adler
Finance
Michael J. Ahern
Business Administration
and Insurance
Cynthia A. Albert
Human Development and
Family Studies
Kara M. Alexanian
English
Harris B. Alkins
Political Science
Robert Allen
Speech Communications
James Allenson
Business Administration
Cheryl A. Almonte
Textile Marketing
Leslie A. Alphen
Political Science
John J. Alves III
Journalism
Robert P. Amorese
Management Information
Systems
Shelly N. Anderson
Nursing
Ronald A. Andrews
Psychology
Lisa A. Baeco
Marketing
Bac
yVi^pi
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Bac
Richard R. Bachand
Zoology
Elizabeth A. Bade
Finance
Richard R. Baeza
Political Science
John B. Bagley
Electrical Engineering
Lisa Barron
Business Administration
Steven M. Basler
Food Science and
Nutrition
Jen Bau
Zoology
Mary E. Bauer
Business Administration
Phyllis Baumgartner
English
Zina L. Beasley
Finance
Mary Claire Benedict
Consumer Affairs
Donna Benoit
Management Information
Systems
Gary Berlam
Mechanical Engineering
Belmira M. Bernado
Marketing
Richard Bernstein
Finance and Insurance
Robert G. Bertig
Chemical Engineering
Ber
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Ber
Joan E. Bertrand
Nursing
Lauren Best
Animal Science and
Technology
Kelly A. Bettez
Physical Education
Stacy A. Bettez
Marketing
Elena D. Bianco
Accounting
Bruce Bilodeau
Pharmacy
Kimberly F. Birch
Textile Marketing
Jeffrey Blake
Political Science and
History
Leslie A. Blevins
Speech Communication
Howard S. Blustein
Marketing
William G. Boardman
Civil Engineering
Pamela K. Boening
Pharmacy
David J. Boland
Finance
Susan Bolduc
Computer Science
Tina Marie Bonanno
Accounting
Mario A. Boninsegna
Computer Science
Bon
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Bos
Scott H. Bosworth
Political Science
Steven T. Bottone
Consumer Affairs
Daniel Boucher
Pharmacy
Julie Bourcier
Marketing
Angela J. Box
Management Information
Systems
Cynthia M. Bracket!
Political Science
Scott L. Brand
Journalism
Kevin R. Brennan
Accounting
Lauren Brenner
Nursing
Julie T. Bretz
Chemistry
Robert M. Brierley
Marketing
Francene M. Britman
Pharmacy
Julie A. Bruno
Dental Hygiene
John F. Burbine
Marketing
Ellen Burnett
Plant Science and
Technology
Gregory A. Bussiere
Electrical Engineering
Bus
But
Kevin Butera
Business Administration
Lauren M. Butler
Human Science and
Services
Kathy E. Byrne
Nursing
Wayne Caillouette
Mechanical Engineering
Lawrence A. Calabro
Civil Engineering
Paul M. Caliento
Business Administration
and Accounting
John Calise
Accounting
Robert J. Canavan II
Mechanical Engineering
Patrice Canetta
Human Development and
Family Studies
Christine Carbone
Journalism
Deborah Carlino
Pharmacy
Lynn Carpentieri
Textiles, Fashion
Merchandising and
Design
Paul Carreiro
Computer Science
Matthew C. Carrellas
Computer Science
Car
Nothing in education is so astonish
ing as the amount of ignorance it accu
mutates in the form of inert facts. -
Henry Brooks Adams 1
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Car
I^HHHHpH^^m
Kristen M. Carroll
English
^^^^^. ^, Tt*!IO@m
Kimberly Casacalenda
Elementary Education
Richard C. Casey
Political Science
^JlSHIllkM Steven P. CastronovoPharmacy
Ronald R. Catanzaro
Marketing^K^V^^^H^H^HWrl E'^tI^^^^^I ^V'' f^^^l Jeffrey E. CehelskyPharmacymu Bb^fl^L^^H ^^K c^^^l^H Antoinette M. CeruUiElementary Education
M KmBUiul Michele T. ChabotBiology
Patricia Chalmers
English
Steven Chamberlain
Civil Engineering
Wendy Charnin
Consumer Affairs
Paul J. Charette
Psychology
Jessica A. Chatfield
Nursing
Kl P3F9PI David P. ChavareeMathematics and Physics
Pv-^ m3P mPl:|l Laurie A. ChiappettaPolitical Science^4]*^S ^ ^S Darany ChivChemical Engineering
Chi
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Cho
Alan R. Choiniere
Chemical Engineering
Alan D. Chopy
Finance
Patricia A. Cicorelli
Food Science and
Nutrition
Lisa M. Cillino
Accounting
Erin E. Clancy
Food Science and
Nutrition
Beth A. Clarke
Accounting
Nanci-Belh Clemens
Secondary Education
Cheryl A. Clynes
Psychology
Mary S. Coffey
Animal Science and
Technology
Natalie L. Coletta
Art History
Julie Connolly
Pharmacy
Lisa M. Cordeiro
ment Information
Systems
Michelle A. Cote
Psychology
Karen Craddy
Electrical Engineering
Mary E. CuIIinan
Management Information
Systems
Mary Beth Cummings
Speech Communications
Cuo
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Cur
Jeff Curhan
Mechanical Engineering
Gail Lisa Cutler
English
Klmberley A. Dail
Final
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Dib
Anthony J. DiBiasio
Marketing
Robert K. DiMaio
Sociology
Merrick L. Dixon
Chemical Engineering
Lisa A. Dolloff
Insurance and Finance
John J. D'Onofrio
Business Administration
Tena M. Dowd
Marketing
Christopher Doyle
Management
Laurie A. Dresser
History
Beth C. Dressier
Accounting
Todd J. Drywa
Marketing
George M. Duarte
Mechanical Engineering
Robert Dugan
Political Science
Donalee E. Dugas
Animal Science and
Technology
Ellen S. DuPree
Business Administration
Dup I
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Dye
Mary Dyer
Marketing
Joseph R. Edmonds
Economics
Jason T. Edwards
Civil Engineering
Christine D. Ekstrom
Pharmacy
Clark P. Engert
Electrical Engineering
Sara J. England
Natural Resources
Robert A. Epstein
Mechanical Engineering
James R. Faria
Mechanical Engineering
Carolyn A. Farrell
Animal Science and
Technology
Pamela E. Farrell
Nursing
Helene J. Feldman
Marketing
Gina A. Fera
Natural Resources
James R. Fernstrom
Finance
Kathleen A. Ferrau
Dental Hygiene
Daniel Fierro
Journalism
David W. Fischer
Management
Fis
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Fis
Diane G. Fischer
Nursing
Leta L. Fishman
Political Science and
French
Michelle E. Fogg
Nursing
Lynn M. Forget
Pharmacy
Leo D. Fortier
Finance
Paul J. Fortin
Mechanical and Ocean
Engineering
Ellen A. Foster
Nursing
Marie A. Fournier
General Studies
Thomas J. Franco
Computer Science
John Furtado
Political Science
Dawn M. Ganguzza
Marketing
Diane M. Garcia
Textiles, Fashion
Merchandising and
Design
Lisa B. Gartsu
Studio Art
Stephen A. Gattoni
Political Science
Gat t
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Gau
Robert C. Gaughran
Accounting
Richard Geerinck
Pharmacy
Paul W. Gehr
Economics and
Mathematics
Christopher Gentile
Plant Science and
Technology
Sherry A. Giarrusso
Speech Communications
Angela A. Giardino
Pharmacy
Lisa M. Gibalerio
Speech Communications
Heather Gillen
Textile Marketing
Mary E. Giery
Human Development and
Family Studies
Victoria M. Gilmore
Marketing
Gina Gingerella
Nursing
Susan A. Giulini
English
Goo
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Goz
Paula N. Gozzo
Textile Marketing
Keith A. Greco
Zoology
Judith L. Greenberg
Elementary Education
Michael E. Griffin
Management
Diane J. Hasting
Management Information
Systems
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Hea
Mark R. Healy
Management Science
Beth J. Hebert
Pharmacy
Andrew Henn Jr.
Management Information
Systems
Elizabeth M. Herron
Zoology
John P. Hillier
Physical Education
Eric J. Hindinger
Electrical Engineering
Timothy B. Hixson
Mechanical Engineering
Teresa Hodge
Plant Science and
Technology
Christine Horta
Sociology
Laurie A. Houle
Human Development and
Family Studies
Tammy A. Howayeck
Pharmacy
Donna Hughes
Human Development and
Family Studies
Elizabeth A. Hurley
Human Development and
Family Studies
James A. Izzo
Political Science
Izz
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Jab
Richard M. Jablonski
Accounting
Kevin M. Jackvony
Medical Technology
Susan L. Janowski
Nursing
Sandra M. Jaroska
Speech Communications
Dennis R. Johnston
.Accounting
Mary E. Kabulis
Marketing
Joseph Kalen
Plant Science and
Technology
James P. Kane
Political Science
Matthew S. Kaveney
.Management
Eileen Kenahan-Klein
General Studies
Susan L. Keniston
Comparative Literature
Ken
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Ken
Julie A. Kennedy
Marketing
Debra E. Kieke
Finance
Willis Kim
Electrical Engineering
Monika Kleinselbeck
German
Susan C. Knop
Finance
Daniel F. Kochman
Management Information
Systems and Marketing
Bonnie L. Koole
Accounting
Svetlana Kozyreff
Accounting
Donald E. Kraines
Electrical Engineering
Margot B. Kreplick
Pharmacy
John C. Kringle
Marketing
Alan T. Labarre
Electrical Engineering
Andrea LaGuardia
Political Science
Lori A. Lamy-Nayman
Speech Communications
Christine E. Langhan
Textile Marketing
Kaisa M. Larrauri
Finance
Lar
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Lasm
Julie E. Lasalle
Marketing
Donna Laskey
Marketing
Amanda W. Lawson
Elementary Education
Jeanne F. LeBlond
Pharmacy
Debra L. Leduc
lanagement Information
Systems
David Lefkowitz
Accounting
John E. Leger
Electrical Engineering
Elizabeth A. Lema
Marketing
Patrick J. Leonard
Electrical Engineering
Kim Marie Lendrum
Fashion Merchandising
and Design
Lisa A. Leveillee
Mathematics
David A. Levitt
Management Information
Systems and Operations
Management
Susan Libby
Human Development and
Family Studies
Maria A. Librio
Accounting
Diane E. Lind
Nursing
Robin M. Livingston
Psychology
Liv
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We oive /( to our ancestors to pre
serve entire those rights, which they
have delivered to our care: we owe it to
our posterity, not to suffer their dearest
inheritance to be destroyed. Junius
Liv
Adam C. Livsey
Electrical Engineering
Steven Lopes
Electronic Computer
Engineering
Aikaterini Louloudis
Art History
Maureen K. Lovely
Human Development and
Family Studies
Lisa A. Lucchesi
Food Science and
Nutrition
Elisa H. Lucia
Textiles. Fashion
Merchandising and
Design
Melisa Jill Ludlow
Textiles, Fashion
Merchandising and
Design
Joseph K. Lumb
Accounting
David Lynch
Business Administration
Kristin A. Lynch
Elementary Education
Dana Macary
Food Science, Nutrition
and Dietetics
Kimberly A. Maclnnes
Finance
Ann-Marie MacDonald
Management
Julie A. Maggiacomo
Nursing
Mag
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Mag
Margaret A. Maguire
Physical Education
Lisa T. Makowsky
Civil Engineering
Patricia F. Maloney
Business Administration
David T. Manfredi
Accounting
John A. Manzi
Mechanical Engineering
Renee A. Marehand
Marketing
Bethany J. Marchetti
Elementary Education
Andrea M. Marchie
Chemical Engineering
Robert Maroni
Biology
Peter R. Marshall
Mechanical and Ocean
Engineering
Douglas G. Martel
Mechanical Engineering
Mar i
A man of words and not of deeds is
like a garden full of weeds. --
Anonymous
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Mar
Irene B. Martin
Electronic Computer
Engineering
Patricia A. Martin
Finance
Paul J. Martini
Pharmacy
Melinda A. Marz
Textiles, Fashion
Merchandising and
Design
Julie Marzilli
Marketing
Marlene Masse
Nursing
Michele Masse
Textiles, Fashion
Merchandising and
Design
Eric A. Matheson
Mathematics
Jodi A. Mayer
Consumer Affairs
Kristine E. Mayer
Elementary Education
Maureen G. McCabe
Nursing
Lisa A. McCarthy
Food Science and
Nutrition
Margaret L. McCarthy
Pharmacy
Maureen Ann McCarthy
Nursing
Carolyn M. McGrath
Accounting
John D. McGuinness
Finance
McG
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McH
Charles K. McHugh
Political Science
Kelly L. Mclnerney
Consumer Affairs
Dorothy C. McNamara
Elementary Education
Kevin R. Meehan
Economics
Laura A. Melchionna
Nursing
Leigh-Ann Melfi
Industrial Engineering
Jainie M. Mignacca
Marketing
Lorna Jean Millar
Zoology
Beth A. Miller
Nursing
Elizabeth J. Miller
General Studies
Thomas P. Milligan
Management
Glen D. Modica
Zoology
Robert E. Moor
History
Rosemary E. Mooy
Speech Communications
Veronica A. Moretti
Management Information
Systems
Vincent F. Morgera
Speech Communications
Mor '
9 %^ !
ti'.^ JL
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Kristin A. Moriarty
Nursing
f *'fl ^^^1
^'V ^^R^^^l
Paul L. Morin
Economics
Kathleen Morrill
Textiles, Fashion
Merchandising and
Design
Albert J. Morrone
Plant Science and
Technology
Megan L. Motherway
French
^Mh J^' ^# ify m^ Margaret MullerFinanceV % Michele R. MulliganBiomedical ElectronicsEngineering _Robert P. Mulligan
Economics
ll^ %i. <
Jl^ ^ ^'
Robert A. Munkelwitz
Zoology
AT ^wm 1^
Fatima R. Muriel
Biology
Edmund M. Murphy
Marketing
rr ^
"
xmjti!! James J. MurphyManagement
Michael J. Murphy
Pharmacyn - 1UJl # h f
Kristen A. Murray
Marketing
Cecelia A. Musselman
Linguistics
Mark J. Muzaca
Business Administration
Muz
ih .,^g^H
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Nah
Susan Nahabedian
Political Science
Lisa Napoliello
Psychology
Daniel Nash
Finance and Insurance
Robin A. Nazzaro
Psychology
Kevin K. Nelson
Management Information
Systems and Marketing
Sheila R. Newquist
Nursing
Lisa Nitzberg
Marketing
Linda A. Novello
Journalism
Sheryl L. Novick
Human Development and
Family Studies
Cynthia I. Nye
Pharmacy
Daniel J. O'Brien
Accounting
Siobhan O'Brien
Political Science and
History
Thomas E. O'Brien
Finance
Sean A. O'Donnell
Pharmacy
Kathleen O'Leary
Textile Marketing
Kevin O'Neill
Biomedical Electronics
Engineering
O'Ne
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Onw
Thunder is good, thunder is impres
sive; but it is lightening that does the
work. Mark Twain
Eze Onwuasoanya
Biology
David T. O'Shea
Economics
Carol L. Pallotta
Pharmacy
Robert L. Palmer
Management Information
Systems
Jeffrey T. Palumbo
Electrical Engineering
Judith Palumbo
\ Business Management
Patricia M. Parrillo
Mechanical Engineering
Jeffrey S. Parsons
Finance
Maria A. Paterno
Nursing
Thomas J. Patriarca
Natural Resources
Lauri A. Patterson
Computer Science
Jeffrey B. Pattison
Management Information
Systems and
Management
Scott L. Patton
Chemical Engineering
Lisa A. Pearce
Psychology
Pea
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Pel
Robert E. Pellelier Jr.
Marketing
Mary L. Peterson
Finance
Paula J. Petrone
Textiles, Fashion
Merchandising and
Design
Thomas S. Piano
Management
Kimberly A. Pine
Patricia A. Porter
Consumer Affairs
Lynn K. Post
Finance
Bonnie L. Powell
Psychology
Cheryl L. Powell
Accounting
Patricia M. Powers
Secondary Education
Michele A. Powers
Management
James T. Prigmore
Marketing
Deborah M. Prior
Pharmacy
Mikel A Pryor
Human Development and
Family Studies
Konstantinos N. Psikakos
Marketing
Carolyn A. Quinlin
Pharmacy
Qui
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Qui
Michael J. Quinn
Finance
Sheila A. Quintiliani
Nursing
Aii H. Rabbani
Electrical Engineering
Ronald J. Racine
History
Peter Ragosta
Pharmacy
Douglas T. Rand
Marketing
Holly J. Rawlings
Communicative Disorders
and Elementary
Education
Joseph A. Reale
Journalism
Joanne E. Redding
Speech Communications
Kevin M. Redding
Computer Science
Jeffrey Rees
Zoology
Jeffrey J. Reilly
Biology
Russell R. Rekos
Mechanical Engineering
Ralph S. Richter
Accounting
Raymond L. Riley
Journalism
Philip G. Robbins
Electronic Computer
Engineering
Rob
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Rob'
Christopher Robertson
Accounting
Jill W. Robinson
Textiles, Fashion
Merchandising and
Design
Krisly L. Roby
Human Development and
Family Studies
George E. Rocchio
Marketing
Lisa M. Roda
Finance
Lisa M. Rodier
Textile Marketing
Stephanie J. Rolstad
Accounting
Steven J. Rooney
Geology and Marine
Affairs
Frank Rosa
Electrical Engineering
Gregory J. Rosa
Management Science
Ross B. Rosen
Finance
Sten E. Rossby
Mechanical Engineering
Michelle Andrea Ruberto
Speech Communications
Lori M. Rubinrott
Insurance and Finance
Brett S. Rugo
Production and Operations
Management
Darren Ruschman
Finance and Insurance
Rus i
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Rus
Kelly Russell
Political Science and
Speech Communications
Kristin C. Russell
Secondary Education
Paige E. Rzempoluch
Speech Communications
Michael J. Sabetta
Mathematics
Leo Sager
Computer Science
Susan A. Sanna
Human Development and
Family Studies
Ghassan Sayaf
Electrical Engineering
Roger C. Schenone
Economics
Joelle B. Schleifer
Textile Marketing
Nancy J. Schulz
Plant Science and
Technology
Michael Scorpio
Speech Communications
Susan E. Scott
Accounting
Robert W. Segee
Speech Communications
Nancy R. Serio
Insurance and Finance
Ser
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Sha
William L. Shaughnessy
Finance
Karen P. Shearman
Mathematics
Catherine V. Sheehan
Zoology
David J. Sheehan
Secondary Education
David J. Shenfield
Journalism
Jodi L. Sherman
Human Development and
Family Studies
Mary L. Siddell
Marketing
Peter Sidoti
Animal Science and
Technology
Maribeth Silvia
Pharmacy
Anne L. Singer
Dental Hygiene
Collen P. Slinko
Physical Education
Michele M. Sloan
Business Administration
Joseph E. Smith Jr.
Human Sciences and
Services
Maureen T. Smith
Civil Engineering
Smi
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Sos
Anthony J. Soscia
Electrical Engineering
Cheryl A. Spaziano
Accounting
Lori A. Spaziano
Marketing
Mike Squatrito
Computer Science
David Squillante
Consumer Affairs
Carole A. Squizzero
Marketing
Paul E. Squizzero
Accounting
Jeffrey J. Stearns
Electronic Computer
Engineering
Shelly L. Stedman
Pharmacy
Raymond F. Stetkiewicz
Finance
Cheri L. Stiller
Psychology
Sandra A. St.Pierre
Finance
Brian D. Stuart
Journalism and Russian
Emily Sukatos
Speech Communications
Pamela J. Sullivan
Communicative Disorders
Joseph D. Susco
Mechanical and Ocean
Engineering
Sus
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Swe^
Cynthia A. Sweet
Human Development and
Family Studies
Kendall L. Sweet
English
Stephen J. Swenson
Electronic Computer
Engineering
Kimberly D. Tallman
Journalism and English
Steven Tamburro
Electrical Engineering
Michael J. Tanner
Speech Communications
Terese M. Tanski
Psychology
Lisa A. Tarantino
Psychology
Stefani G. Tashjian
Insurance and Finance
Gary J. Teodosio
Electrical Engineering
Marie A. Terranova
Human Science and
Services
Pamela A. Thomson
Animal Science and
Technology
Jennifer A. Thulier
Human Development and
Family Studies
Gia M. Tomaino
Textiles, Fashion
Merchandising and
Design
Joseph M. Toth
Electrical Engineering
Barbara J. Townsend
Management Information
Systems
Tow
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No one can make you feel inferior
without your consent. Anna Eleanor
Roosevelt.
Tra
Christopher Tracy
Geology and Marine
Affairs
Jennifer W. Treat
Dental Hygiene
Thomas M. Tremblay
Electronic Computer
Engineering
Michael C. Trottier
Chemical Engineering
Helen Tsouris
Dental Hygiene
Anne E. Turco
English
John F. Turner Jr.
Psychology
Jennifer Tyrkko
Nursing
Michael K. Ulmschneider
Political Science
Lori J. Ultsch
Secondary Education
Lori A Unangst
Political Science
Jeffrey F. Valenti
Animal Science and
Technology
Gary S. Vancini
Political Science
David Van Nieuwenhuyze
Mechanical Engineering
Van
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Varm
David P. Varlian
Political Science
Lisa Vekasy
Plant Science and
Technology
Kalherine A. Veley
Engineering
Matthew J. Ventura
Electronic Computer
Engineering
Donna J. Vessella
Animal Science and
Technology
Cara R. Vignone
Natural Resources
David Vitello
Natural Resources
Anthony M. Vittimberga
Electronic Computer
Engineering
Carla A. Voisine
Pharmacy
Stephen M. Volpe
Economics
Meg Walhimer
Psychology
Phyllis M. Wallace
Psychology
Kimberly A. Walsh
Textile Marketing
Kristen Walsh
Marketing
fr .^ i
.J^>
nw^^k^^ ^
Speech was given to the ordinary sort of
men whereby to communicate their mind:
but to wise men, whereby to conceal it. -
Robert South
Wal
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Wal
Deborah R. Weinreich
Journalism
Lynn C. Weissenborn
Finance
Wendy A. Westphal
Management
Christine A. White
Textiles, and Fashion
Merchandising and
Design
Sally A. White
Textiles, and Fashion
Merchandising and
Design
David R. Williams
Finance
Sherry A. Williams
Sociology
Nancy J. Wilson
Textile Marketing
Wendy D. Wocher
Computer Science
Jennifer L. Wurtzbacher
Speech Communications
Donna L. Wyalt
Marketing
Diane L. Yarid
Animal Science and
Technology
Stephanie A. Zakar
Pharmacy
Eleanor T. Zakrzewski
Human Development and
Family Studies
Jane T. Zangari
Elementary Education
Jonathan C. Ziner
Finance
Zin
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Almeida, Aguinaldo, 23 Duncan A
Almeida. Siuan. RR 2. Boi 125. 1
Almonie. Cheryl. 1S7I PheniK Avi
, Monivatc. NJ 07645
:. Hope. Ri 02831
BUiz, Jeffrey. :
Blevins. Leslie.
rempic Street. Duibury. I
Boltone. Steven. S40 Quaker Lane. Warwick.
Boucher. Daniel. 7 Collier Way. Coventry. R
Boucher. Mark. 33 Manh St. Newport. Rl 0
Bouras, George, PO Box )B4. Kingston. Rl 0
Bourcier, Julie. 4 Hillcresi Avenue, Johnston
Bowen, Gary. B4 Angell Avenue. Ccniredak.
Bowtey. Chnstopher, 1 28 Ruggles Avenue, N
Boyd. Chnstopher. Rossini Road. Westerly, f
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K. 158 Vermonl Avenue. Somerset, MA 02726
99 BeUy Williams Drive. Cranston. Rl 0290S
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1. 720 Lowell Rd., Concord. MA 01742
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J Pearson Dr, Warwick. Rl 02888
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, 80 Carrar Drive.
38 Tubury. Scotch
Cote. Michelle, 71
Coiu, Linda. 1 35i
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Coumoyer. Bnan.
Coutu. Ro^nd. I]
Craddy. Karen. 3!
Creamer. Keith. 6
Croll. David. 20 V
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;. Warwick. RI 02889
al Warwick. Rl 02893
rhcsinui Hill Ave. Cranston. :
cawood Drive. Cranston. Rl 0
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. Rl 0
I. Rl 0
Barber. Knslin. Ea>l Fairway Avenue. Westerly. Rl 02891
Barker. Holly, il Upper C<^legc Road. Kingston. Rl 02SB
Barlo*, William. 56 Union Street. Bristol. Rl 02809
Barrett. Mary-Ellen. 30 Plymouth St. Warwick, Rl 02818
Bamnglon, David. 12 Canterbury Road. Green Hill. Rl 0
Barron, Lisa. 118 Wayne Street. Warwick. Rl 02889
:ampbell. He
rampbell. Jon
:ampbell. Pa<
;r, 4 Linden ;St. Wcsleriy. Rl 0289
eph . 69 Hillcresi Drive. North Kingst.)n. Rl 021
, Cumberland, Rl 02864
",ii^tokmirdZ:%ive. Warwick. ..'*iiSli8
e. 74 Whilney Road. Mcdford. MiV 021 SS
:. Wakefield. 1
) Balsam Dnve. East Greenwich. R:l 02818
irae. 22 Wyehwood Place. Johniloi1. Rl 029M
6 Hope Strect, Bristol. Rl 02809
ew. Shannock Hiill Road.. West Kinpt.an. Rl 028?
Cunningham. Gi
Davis. Frai
Day. Jenni
Varwick. Rl 0
Cranston. Rl I
<ingsion. Rl 0
Noe Ave. Chatham Towi
Berg. John, 359:S Post Road Apt 11203. ^iVarwick. Rl 02886
West Warwick. Rl
Berlam. Gary. 5 i'rl."^D"l'^to"B'iA*Slerling. CT 06377
Benurdo. Bclmifa. Ill Greenwood St^l . Cranston. RI 0291
rd. 28 Woodmere Road. North Bninswick. N
BcTlig, Roben. 1 87 Guinea Road. Monro.e CT 06468
Bertrand. Joan. 15 Hamilton Square. Gelin Head. NY 1IS4S
Berube. Evan. 6iS Cedar Street. East Grinwich. RI 02818
Bilodeau. Bruce. 29 Summer IStreet. JGilford. NHO3055
I'm'Iiberly. Bayberry Dr. 4 Hickory SiiVe'erE(anbury^1JZa
Bisceglio. ih. 46 Baldwi n Road. Warwick. Rl 02886
Buhop. Gl egory. 213 Provideitec St 1Box 29:!. West
Blais. PaulL 57 V ictory Street. on, Rl 132910
Champion. James. 82 Wesi Dr, Peacedale.
Champlii1. Emily.
Nancy. 9
1 CaswelInilkRM.r^D4
Charette,, Paul. 16 Sherry 1Road . Easl E
Charette..Theresa. 232 SoiIth Nllain Streci. Con
Bernard. 334 South R
Churtier. Steven, 1l2Flinisione:Road, flarbour
Chase. D
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David tS16 Pine SiTtxi. Central Falls
Cbevaliei '. Gary, 1 53 Circl< ire. West Warwii
Chiappeo 1. 20 Dial rUne. RiversJd
d Ave.. Providence, 1
Dale. 55 Cliff Drive. Narragansett. Rl 02882
:rg. David. Windmill Farm. Mendon. MA 01756
I. Karyn. Lofty Heights, Westerly. Rl 02891
nionio. 58 Wakefield Street, West Warwick. RI 02893
haw. Paul. I6IA Shunpike Rd. Millbrook. NY 12S4S
IO. Anthony, 3 Fo Ridge Drive. Cranston. Rl 02920
>. Robert. 5 High Ridge Drive. Cumberland. Rl 02864
leo. Michael. 9 George Finneny Road. Barrington. Rl O:
a, Michael, 37 Tacoma Street, Cranston, Rl 02920
10, Deborah. 105 Versailles Street. Cranston. Rl 02920
. Linda. 8 Clark St.. Westerly. RI 02891
Dimon. Gloria. PO Boi 3704. Pca<
Dinonsie. Christopher. 88 Rodman :
Dioanc, Micbelk. 130 Woodridge R , Narragansett. Rl 02882
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Lewihardt. Roben, 123 Harbor Dr 706, Stamford. CT 0
Urner. Howard. 104 Sirathmore Street. Valley Stream.
Lctoik. Paul. 24 Baylies Avenue. Portsmouth. Rl 02871
. Kenneih, 9 Orchard Drive. Cumberlant
Livsey. Adam. :10 Twin Oak Drive, Warwick. Rl C12889
Lonardo. John. 207 Jastrarn Streel. Previdencc. R I 02908
Long. Patricia.
Lopes. Deborah
Lopes. John. 73joh''sr. Way.
Cransl7moS!m"
Lopes. Steven. :)l De Arruda Terrace, f . Rl 02811
lerini. 2,30
Lovegreen. Lymda. 24 Asp.:n Drive. Ctanslon. Rl i02920
Lovely. Maurec
Loxley. Donna. Douglas H ook Rd. CheiMchet. Rl 02814
uSil'AnibL'!;; 294 Woodhlaven Road. !le Way. NoriIhPro'v'ide,. Rl*oU
Lucia! Ehsa. 259 Strobol Road. Trumbi,ill. CT 06(>ll
l1i.T.^"' Elder Bi'd Road. Mat Hse Rd. Cumberland
ielly. : ftidgefiel.
>. PO Box
c Quaid. Kristen. 77 Harkney Hilt Ro^d. Coventry. Rl 02816
cGinity. Susan. 95 A Royal Avenue. Warwick. Rl 02889
cNamara. Dorothy. 17 Western Promenade. Cranston. Rl 029
ead. Kristin. 283 Spring Street. Newport. Rl 02840
Meehan. Kevin. 202 Chestnut Ridge.
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Commencement
-- finally! Four or
more years of hard work has paid
off, and as a salute to those who
have survived their brief stay at URI. we
present this tribute to our beloved alumni.
This year, besides graduating hundreds
of students, the university honored a num
ber of honorary degrees to people with
lifelong achievements. Gov. Edward Di-
Prete, Richard Oester ('56), Judge Ray
mond J. Pettine, John Sculley, Gene Saks,
Myron Essex ("62), and A. Robert Rain-
ville ("64 posthumously) received
URI's most prestigious award. Sludcnts
were represented bv Antonio Ponvert III,
who spoke on behalf of the Class of ]W1
to family, friends and guests who were in
altcndancc.
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A Look At The Past Year
I'm sitting in my office on a warm Au
gust morning. The book is just a few pages
from completion and the police have just
left. The third theft in as many years has
taken place in the office. The only sugges
tion the police have is to limit the number
of people that have access to the office.
The only problem is that the only people
with access are about three or four staff
people, and Memorial Union administra
tion and staff.
What help will the administration be in
solving this problem'? The answer is none.
I have been denied access to my own office
while on deadline because my alleged
graduate student assistant Meg Schmidt-
bauer, who hasn't legally entered the of
fice in months, felt that the book had al
ready been completed. She also has a habit
of searching my desk during the bid pro
cess. And then there is Bruce Hamilton,
director of the Memorial Union, who feels
that the solution to everything is to have a
meeting and discuss how we feel. Jim
Miller, a.ssistant director, who isn't really
sure how the 24 hour access machine
works, hasn't been able lo guarantee ac
cess to my office at night all year long.
Maureen McDermott, another assistant
director, who, according to Bruce Hamil
ton, didn't understand, opened all of the
bid specifications but wouldn't let me see
them because / might call one of the bid
ders and give them information on the oth
er bidders. Carol Baker, Student Senate
accounts clerk, deserves my special thanks
for labeling me as the most incompetent
editor she has ever seen.
Then there is Dean Gelles from the Col
lege of Arts and Sciences who walked up
10 the yearbook booth at graduation and
said that "there was a time when all of the
deans received free yearbooks," then
walked away. There have never been free
yearbooks since I joined the staff of the
yearbook, and had anyone cared to bring it
10 my altention I would have been more
than glad to remedy the situation. There
are also the students that have made the
yearbook a unique experience for tne. Ar
mand Pasline, the Student Senate presi
dent, who said he feels that everyone can
be bought if you can figure out their price,
and Kathy Beck, former member of the
Student Senate Tax Committee who voted
against my budget but when asked what
she found objectionable about it, could
only answer, "I can't remember what ive
didn't like about it." And to The Cigar for
not knowing that we were a student group,
that we were located on the campus, and
above all else that we are located in the
office next to theirs.
Then there are all of the students who
felt that $10.00 was too much for a year
book, all of the parents that never fell they
could spare the money to buy their son or
daughter a book, and all of the seniors and
student organizations that couldn't take
the time to be photographed and answer a
few questions.
To all of these people, thank you for
making the production of this book as
complicated and unrewarding as it could
possibly have been. The administration is
always willing to help; that is why when we
are in the building after 5:30 p.m. the po
lice are called in to remove us. At the rate
we are headed, with all of the beauracracy
and hypocrisy, it will be a surprise to me if
there is a volume 17 of the Renaissance
yearbook.
I am nol looking for sympathy, I willing
ly took the position of editor knowing il
would not be any better than in the past.
What I am saying is that very few people
cared if there was a volume 16 of Renais
sance let alone a volume 17 and this is
wrong. The yearbook is a tradition that
has been carried on since the first graduat
ing class in 1897 and it shouldn't end be
cause of petty fights and power struggles,
instead it should continue on as a produc
tion for the students, by the students. And
to all of the people that did show interest I
hope this book is equal to your
expectations.
Dawn M. Wright
Editor-in-Chief
Colophon
Volume 16 of Renaissance, The Yearbook of The University of Rhode Island was
printed by Jostens Printing and Publishing Division of Slate College. Pennsylvania, in
August 1987. Publishing representative was Norval E. Garnett, Jr. Six hundred
copies of 280 pages were printed using offset lithography process. The cover was
designed by Dawn Wright and is quarterbound, consisting of Spanish grain material.
Lettering on the cover is a combination of a silk screened cross blenif of blue tones
and bevel cut gold foil. Endsheets are heavy paper of color number 294. Paper stock
is 80 pound gloss. Primary typeface is Times Roman, with headlines done in Times
Roman and division heads in Brushscript. All typestyles are from Jostens Printing
and Publishing Division.
Contributing writers were Steven Porter, Dawn Wright, Keith Brochu, Caitlin
Scorpio, Michael Bilow, Kim Fester, and Tony Impagliazzo.
Photographs were taken by David Russell, James Fraser, Catherine Frum, Chris
tine Wardell, Gail Wagner, Steven R. Porler, Dawn Wright, Michael Bilow, John De
Waele of T.D. Brown Studios, Joseph Geoffroy of Chestnut Hill Studios, Tony
Impagliazzo, Timothy Jackson, Robert Dosdourian, Hilary Cicogna, Sally Tracy,
David Duprey, Michelle Richardson, Helena Sheldon, Ernst Kohlsaat, Mark Wood,
A P. World Wide Photos, The Mens Cross Country Team and The University of
Rhode Island Archives.
The book's general format expresses the theme of "Life At URI" and each section
contains several different formats including two, three, and four column layouts. The
opening section combines a unique look at the URI of today wilh a look at the URI of
yesteryear and the history of the architecture of one of the most beautiful campuses
in the country. The special events section employs .several innovative graphic tech
niques that present the past year in an unusual calendar format. The activities and
senior sections are adapted from graphic designs used by IBIS the yearbook of the
University of Miami. The closing section uses 2 point tool lines to artistically provide
continuity throughout the remainder of the book. All internal margins remain consis
tently one pica between elements. The Senior section lists seniors alphabetically.
Divider pages were designed by the combined efforts of Krista Keller of Jostens
Printing and Publishing Grpahics Division, Dawn Wright, and Gail Wagner. By
incorporating slanted picture/copy block, shading, shadow boxes, varying spot colors,
graphic designs, and reversed type the 1987 Renaissance has attempted lo both break
the mold ofthe typical URI yearbook as well as portray the 1986-87 year in the most
creative, colorful way possible.
Special Thanks
To Michael Bilow for all of his help restoring annihilated computer files when no
one else could and taking last minute photos when no one else would, his parents for
buying him a book, his father for his never ending supply of computer paper, Dan
Connery for all of his help with paperwork, bookkeeping, and a lot of understanding,
Gail Wagner and Kathleen Whelan for not deserting. Tom Dougan for all of his help
wilh lists and always being available to help out, Norval Garnett for all of his help
;ind his dedication to being what a yearbook representative really should be, the
Jostens pUinl for pulling up with late deadlines, and extra special thanks to my family
for all of Iheir help, understanding, hot dinners and late nights, and for not kicking me
out when they should have, and to Steven Porter, for the 220 pages he did for me
when he could have left me to fend for myself, but stayed to help instead, I'll never
forget how much I appreciate all that you have done for the book.
D.M.W.
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